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Ambassador Says His Country
Places No Blame Upon This Nation
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Weights Were Manipulated and Workers
Were Discharged for Protesting
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HIS LAWYER DECLARES EXTRADITION REQUEST HAS NO

GIRL WAS KICKED IN THE BREAST BY A SOLDIER
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Tells Congressional Investigating Committee That Cominandinj
NO
CRIME She
WAIVES
RIGHTS HE COMMITTED
HIS
HE
Officer Assaulted Her Brutally Woman Says Milliliamen
Tried to Run Over Her and Her Baby Guardsmen DeIN
THE NOBLEMAN VOLUNTARILY LEFT THE INSANE ASYLUM
clare These Stories Are Untruthful and Assert Their
ALLOWS HIMSELF TO BE
BROAD DAYLIGHT AND BY
NO OVERT ACT
ARRAIGNED
Ability to Disprove Them

.
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FIGHTH

OF
FOR A WRIT
HABEAS CORPUS CONDUCTED

I

a Polish
Matthias
nobleman and a member of the German imperial parliament, was placed
on trial here today for killing his wife
and her nephew, Tount Alfred
PUNISHMENT FOR CLOUDY DEED WILL BE DEIANEO
The two were round dead on
December 20 at the country seat of
the countess in Pakowy Mokrz, near
Graetz. The count is charged - only
El
Hold
to
Paso
Citizens
in
American
and
Arrange
Foreigners
with manslaughter, the state's attorIs
Monster Indignation Meeting and Feeling
Running High
ney, Dr. BoellfaUr, holding the accus-se- d
Against the Rebel Commander William S. Benton, the
acted without, premeditation and
almost being unaware of what he was
,
Victim, Suffered the Penalty of Death for Protesting
doing. The count voluntarily waived
Against the Destruction of His Ranch
his parliamentary dinmunity in order
to permit the trial to.. take place.
The crime atfi jv".cd widespread atBritish
Mexico
to
where
in
20.
Feb.
subjects
Secretary
Washington,
tention, owing to the social prominence of the parties involved.. The
Bryan, after a cabinet conference to- this is necessary, it has been, done
count and countess, who had been se
day ordered an immediate investiga- entiley iby courtesy and not as a mattion of the killing of 'W. S. Benton, ter of itnernational right.
parated for some time, had just se- MexIn
.
of
situation
the
British
The
Juarez..
at
ranch,
ovner,
tho English
sumed joint residence, at Dakowy
Mokrz. On the morning of December
Secretary Bryan announced the ico is precisely the ijtme as that of
news of Benton's death as he went to the Spaniards, whom the United
20 the servants in the house were
a cabinet meeting at the white House, States government has tried to proaroused by a series of shots. On enlie declared he had absolutely no de- tect in the case of threats of wholetering the- - countess' apartments they
tails. An official dispatch from Con- sale killings and for the failure of its
found the count standing over the
sul Edwards merely announced the efforts it cannot legally be held rebodies of his wife and her nephew
death of the Englishman. Sir Cecil sponsible.
with a rifle in his hand.
Spring-Rice- ,
No One to Hold for Blame
the British ambassador,
The count said he had fteen awakUnder normal conditions the British
who called on Secretary Bryan to ask
ened by noises which he attributed to
for information of Benton, also was government would look to General
burglars. He had snatched a loaded
told of the news.
Huerta for redress, but his authorfrom the gunrack in the hall and
rifle
'
told
reporter that Benton had started to investigate. He traced
Benton was arrested ini Juarez last ity does not extend Into northern custody,
made hia visit.
armed whei
the noises to the countess' apartTuesday and had not been heard Mexico and at present there is no dis- wis
assert intiio
of
Friends
lanenman
ments and on arrival there he turned
from since. His wife and friends position to 'extend recognition Villa.
tlvtt I'tnton, while ol fiery on the electric
feared he had been executed by GenAlthough it will be for the British dignantly
light and round the
to use his tiis,
rmd
countess and her nephow together.
eral Villa, the constitutionalist, leader. foreign office to decide what shall temper
never known
Villa denied knowledge of Benton's b9.done after investigation establish- was of sober habit and
reasr
to
His
a
great
gun.
carry
whereabouts, but yesterday in a con- es the facts in the Benton case, the
own knowwas
his
unarmed
going
that
is
Intimated
that one immediate
ference with inquirers
understanding
lie knew something about the Eng- result will be formal warning by the ledge of tliis temper.
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
In the course of the interview Benlishman and added that Benton had British government to all its subjects
threatened him with a revolver. Villa in the country now occupied by the ton and Villa quarreled and Benton
to view of his friends. James
to
was quoted as expressing profane in constitutionalists
'Immediately was lost
Washington, Feb. 20: Senate: Met
an Englishman and oth- - at noon,
Hamlbleton,
to
the
am
an
toward
their
abandon
ranches
appeal
difference;
places of
u ';''
British ambassador at Washington.
business and repair to places of safe- jers, Including reporters, exhausted; '"'Arbitration treattefagj4,$jBca8sd'
asked the ty. Such action will be taken on the every' means of ascertaining the fate in executive session.
Sir Cecil Spring-Ricstate department to take steps for the attitude that British subjects' are no of the missing man, but everywhere
Administration bill Introduced to
and denials.
raise the Argentine legation to an em4rotec.tm of the 'British subjects. longer safe In the country controlled were met with evasions
Consul Edwardsewas the first to
Mrs. Benton had received an uncon- by Villa.
bassy.
the true facts. He gave Mrs.
learn
was
firmed report that her husband
Disagreed to the house amendments
the
of
Benton only a bare outline
a prisoner in a Juarez jail. He was
to the Alaska bill and sent it to conConsul Breaks the News
case.
largely interested in mining and had
ference, with Senators Pittsman,
El Paso, Tex., Feb. 20. William S.
Details go to Washington
e
100,000-acrChihuahua.
ranch
in
a
Chamberlain and Jones as managers.
.Scotch subject
"I have telegraphed all the details
Later Secretary Bryan said he had Benton of El Paso, a
House: Met at noon.
a dispatch giving some further infor- of Great Britain, is dead. The death at my command to Washington," said American Bankers association urged
mation about the death of Benton, but of the man is confirmed by Pancho' the consul, "and if made public it modification of the interlocking direcwas officially conveyed to must, be made from there. T pledged
that it did not contain enough facts Villa, and
torates bill.
on which to base an. opinion of the the widow, 816 North Oregon street, my word to Villa not to make the deLabor committee arranged hearings
by United States Consul T. D. Ed- tails public."
circumstances.
next week on the Palmer bill to bar
Body Will not be Recovered
In communicating to the British wards of Juarez.
child labor products from interstate
Mystery surrounds tno report of the
Asked what disposition had been commerce.
ambassador the news of the death of
death. William Benton, a cousin of made of the body, Edwards replied:
Territories committee asked to auBenton, Secretary Bryan added that the dead
man, confirmed the report.
"I do not think it will be seen on thorize, a two million dollar private
he had ordered a thorough investiga"Consul Edwards told Mrs. Benton," this side of the border."
tion through American Consul Ed- lie
railroad, in Hawaii.
was dead
Villa Takes Flight
wards at Juarez and Consul Letcher in said, "that her husband
Dr. John Coulter continued testiJuarez. The
Villa's sudden departure with his mony on rural credits before the
at Chihuahua.. Pending the results of Benton was consul said that Panexecuted
Tuesday staff this morniiw; is regarded as
the inquiry there is every disposition that Villa had
banking committee.
him not to make
asked
on the part of officials to maintain a
flight from the storm of indignation
public the, details except in official which was' presaged by the interest
WORKING FOR A JURY
judicial attitude and await the produc- to his government."
dispatches
commanifested In the disappearance of
tion of evidence.
Chicago, Feb, 20. Work of
Court Martial Held
Benton.
The facts so far developed have
pleting the jury to try Miss Aileen
in
Benton was executed Tuesday
As the forenoon wore on, talk of
fceen. reported to the British foreign
Heppner on a charge of perjury
It night after a trial by a military court admass meeting grew, but tooic no connection with the alienation suit of
office by Ambassador Spring-Rice- .
was said at the embnssy today that, In Juarez, of which Fedorico Gonzales definite shape. Excited knots of Am- John C. llmwing against Clarence S.
the action of the state department Garza was the head, according to erican, English, French and German Funk, former superintendent of the
had been gratifyingly prompt and thor- what appears to be a correct version refugees who have lost their property International Harvester
company,
ough. It was pointed out that the of the affair. The charge against in Mexico, or were compelled to aban- progressed in the criminal court toAmerican government cannot be held Benton was that lie was implicated don it temporarily, asserted that 'ho. day. Miss Heppner was a manicurist.
time had come for foreigners to voice Sim testified on behalf of nt ntumr h
responsible in any sense for Benton's in the plot to take Villa's life.
a plot
Villa left for the south this morndeath. While the state department
suit, which Funk declares was
on
Base
lias undertaken to extend protection ing on a special train.
Four)
(Continued
to ruin his reputation.
,.

;

THAW MAKES ONE MINERS WERE CHEATED OUT OF

NORE

Benton was last seen alive in Juarez Tuesday mornir.. He was mak BE FOUND
THEM
TOGETHER
ing his way. to Villa's home and said
he was going, to "tell Villa what he
THOUGHT WAS A BURGthought of him," for the manner in WHAT HE
A MORE UNWEL-- .
WAS
LAR
which his ranch, the Los1 Remedios,
in western Chihuahua, had been lootCOME INTRUDER
ed and raided by
soldiers.

OF UNFORTUNATE OCCURRENCE Ed'.s,

English

MATTIAS
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FREEDOM

Instructions had been sent by the
state department yesterday to Consul
it is reported, to see' tha
no harm should come to Benton, the
instructions being sent upon the request of the British ambassador at
Washington.
The warning, it now appears, came
too late. It is supposed that Villa's
defense will be that the man was shot
because he entered Villa's office and
started to draw a gun, although the
cousin says Benton did not go to
Juarez armed.
Benton had been in Mexico for
about 25 years. He was 45 years old.
Benton, a Scotchman, ana Villa have
been acquainted for many years. Benton knew him when, as an outlaw,
more or less recognized as a part of
the Mexican social fabric, the then
bandit crossed the Benton ranch west
of the city of Chihuahua. The ranch
of 100,000 acres is known, as Los
Remedios and is considered one of
the best in Mexico. It was well watered, contained fine pasturage, crops
grew abundantly and the owner was
particularly proud of his orchard,
which succeeding bands of revaluation istg cut up into firewood. Benton
paid $123,000 for it, but improvements
are said to have brought the value
close to $1,000,000.
It was with the assurance of this
acquaintance behind him that the
doughty Scotchman, whose courage, If
not his discretion, is admired, went
to Villa with complaint of the depredations committed on his property.
Yesterday Villa, who has consistently denied that hb had Benton in
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Cueord, N. it., Feb. 20. Harry it
Trinidad, Colo.t Feb. 20. A series order, "Ride down the women." Sh
Thaw's fight for liberty was renewed
of
charges by the United Mine Work- said a militiaman tried to hitMier with
before Federal Judge Edgar Aldrich
ers of America against the National his sabre, but hit a telephone pole.
today.
Guard, made from time to time, since She declared that she saw four mta
There were two points at issue
the beginning of the strike investiga- arrest two women.
a
on
the discharge of the prisoner
"I said, 'Bhame; does it take four
tion before the house subcommittee,
writ, of habeas corpus, thus preventing
to arrest two women? How many
The
a
men
climax
reached
report
today.
as
state
his extradition to New York
officer who investigated the would it take to arrest a man?' At
a fugitive, and the right of Thaw to of the
l
on the fort at the
that one of the soldiers brought tha
bail preceding tha disposition of his alleged attack
described
by butt of his gun on my foot. It hurt
ranch,
yesterday
courts.
case by the federal
Slavish boy, Gustav Yes-ki- me so I could not walk.
an
The opening argument on the peti
"I saw a militiaman threaten tcv
ski, was submitted by the militia.
tion was made by former Governor
Eda woman with his bayonet be
The
stick
officer,
Captain
investigating
Stone of Pennsylvania, who said the
denied
A.
cause
ward
every
Smith,
charge
sjie could not walk fast enough
indictment did not cuarge an overt
two officers to suit him. She was carrying a baby
that
the
except
boy,
by
court
the
but
pointed
act or crime,
National Guard searched the about 3 years old."
out that Governor Glynn's requisition of the
a
Yeskinski
ranch house.'
fi
The ti'l s
!rfe,
con
of
charsed.. Thaw with tn,e crime,
." .
of :tffpia;ii " Smith ilia U't
i
,
t
spiracy.
was a signal for a general attack upon jail cill, and kept a
Thaw appeared at the hearing with
j.nnir f .r t ,
the militia by counsel for the strik- six hours.
his mother, his sister, Mrs. V.kitney,
ers.
thai
Captain Danks
the latter's husband, and the two
Miss Helen Ray, and a cousin of witness. She admitted that she had
safe
for
pla
are
who
responsible
the preceding witness, testified that "talked back" to the soldiers, but inkeeping.
on
the occasion of the alleged quarrel sisted that she had ample provocathe
proposition,
Mr. Stone advanced
on
December
31, she had heard a sol tion. Replying to a question, by Repto which Judge Aldrtch agreed, that
use
dier
resentative Brynes, she declared thai
language.
profane
liiUSt
be Stippletha jrpnoral nhareo
Alfred L. Wheeler, a printer, testi General Chase kicked her in the chest,
hv sufficient, details. He said
fied that in October M13 he had seen
she was not hurt because tha
thaf'escape" carried the meaning of several cases of rifles in the office of but that
foot was in the stirrup.
general's
against
setting away from custody
a Trinidad newspaper. On cross-ex- .
The attorneys for tha United' Mino
the will of the custodian. Thaw merethe girl's father.
amination by Judge J. G. Northcutt, Workers called
ly 'walked through an open door in
admitted that he was not Gorge Slater.
He told of learning
broad daylight and rode away In an the witness
Northcutt and Dis of his daughter's arrest and of securautomobile without committing any certain that Judge
were ing her release by turereeding' wit!
A. W. McHendrie
overt act or having any overt act com- trict Judge
saw General Chas. General Chase; ha
said
he
time
at
the
he
partners
mitted for him.
in the newspaper office, in said, when he learned the girl's age,
arms
the
the
closed
Mr. Stone
by questioning
which are located tho law offices of sent to the jail and Brought her to
good faith of the representatives of
Ncrtlicalt.
Judge
military Lead quarters, later turning
York.
the slate oi New
There was a wrangle over the ad- her over to her father without box;T,
"It Is not," he said, "the Intention
the
At the close of Slater's testimony
to try Thaw for conspiracy in New missibility of testimony regarding
Yorkk
That is a pretext. It is the labor conditions in newspaper offices, Captain Danks said that General
Austin caused a Chase would appear liefore the inves
Intention to send him back to Matte-awa- n and Representative
tigation! was over.
remarking:
laugh
by
the
of
In
Insane asylum
spite
''I want to ask him about kicking
"Gentlemen, if you onee start Infact that an eminent .commission has
the
case,
in
the
that
attorneys
not
girl," remarked Representatives
is
vestigating
Thaw
just now reported that
we'lluliever get back to Washington." Byrnes.
insane."
David Hammond, a miner who went
Thfe committee ordered the refenen-ce- s
Mr. Jerome insist.ed,;,tliat the state
stricken from on strike iast fall and who was on.
McHendrie
as
not
for
Thaw,
York
asked
of New
the committee which appeared for the
its ward, hut as a person who commit- the records.
wife miners when Governor Amnions tried
Mrs.
of
Trinidad,
Matte-awaStella
Hayes
from
in
ted a crime
escaping
The question of his sanity, he of a striker, testified regarding the to bring about a settlement of the
He said hn
parade of women on January 22. She strike, testified next.
said, was absolutely irrelevant.
said when the militia cleared the had been employed -- at Starkvillo,
streets she was pusnng a baby car- Forbes, Hastiugfi, Berwind and Bowea.
riage anii frying to keep out of the Describing conditions which he alleg
INDIAN
TO TEACH THE
way of the soldiers. A soldier's liorse ed preceded the strike he declared hat
struck the baby busy, she testified, had known of miners being cheated
in weights without being able to ol- TO: SUPPORT.
and the soldier said:
"If you don't want your baby killed tain redress.
Deprived of Just Pay
you'd better leave it at home."
GOVERNMENT PLANS CAMPAIGN
The witness detailed numerous u
She quoted profane language which
TO MAKE .THE RED MEN
she said was used by the guardsmen. cidents In which he declared that n;..i
MORE DOMESTIC
by had been deprived of their just pi.v
The witness was
Danks, who asked if she had or had received It only with mm
Captain
Washington, Feb. 20. The Indian made any complaint, to General Chase. difficulty.
One miner, bo said, mi
appropriation bill, carrying $9,600,000
"I don't know General Case and I discharged after securing pay from
to pay for the government's supervis- don't want to,"
the company by threat of a law suit.
replied Mrs. Hayes.
ion of the affairs of Us Indian wards
formal
a
promade
He Restrained Rescuers
Banks
Captain
for the next fiscal year, was up, for tpct nffninst tho admission of evidence
On
hv PVnnV V"
final vote in tha house today.
on "these lithe policf omrt matters" Gove, the witness was nsicerl if ..
The bill would Institute a new pol'
tt
to
f'" c
t ?
relating to the militia. 'He declared had
t
t
'
o
i .
heim
ity by the government toward its that such to-- iMuiy-Vv- .i
mi
inole
her '(
mill ('id
J
wards by providing a fund for tba and that It would take a lonar time for
f
N M , tt t'.p.
' , '
"purpose of encouraging industry the militia to refute all of it. The sjiio loi tbeio li t T i
among the Indians and teaching them committfi took the protest undr ad li, Ui'i'
to th t'r I el
to be self supporting."
Tho wiui.-'b.io- .
of America.
visement.
sei.tnol
t
'
v
old
'
vear
Ifi
1
ith
the
a
lormn
Sarah Slater,
1
". .(
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girl, said she was V..-ly (' i i ":::f J,o -- ,e"
i
i
Him
"
20.
r
Colonel Georp; Chase when the ecneral
of
'
fv rig
New York, Fen.
on thft oeenpfOTl
W. (Joethals, builder of tho Panama to clear the pi reef
'
i
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i
i
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canal, arrived from Panama bite yes- of tho wonu ti p ' V F'w (i i'rr
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hours
few
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after
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Praises This Renedyfcr Lsng Trcntle
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DANZIGER

JAFFA

MEXICO WOOL

bpllcve that
Many people are leil to whli-cannot
Tuns Tnnihle lti a dixi-aTlii is wrong, as many
lie conqutrt'il.
rocovercil
their health. A
huvp fully
has hi'liiml some, but
change of cliuuite tieen
more
restored to health
have
ninny
by breathing the freshed air, eating
wholesome food, being temperate
In their habits and lidding the tonic qualities of Kekman'is Alterative, a .medicine
Investifor Throat and Lung Troubles.
gate this case:
Howling Green, Ky., R. No. 4.
"Gentlemen: The srinir of t!K)81 1 haf
tried
FOLK ATsevere oounh for alx months.
SOCIETY
ROSWELL
all
the medicine that iny doctors recomTENDED CEREMONY AT HOME
mended to me, but no results came for
and would
the better. I bad night sweats,
OF THE BRIDE
coi:gh and spit until 1 got so weak I
But nt last,
rould hardly do anything.
InJames iJeering, of Glasgow Junction, one
wedding, which
The Jaffa-Danzigsisted that I try your medicine, in
an
week's time there was quite
improvewas solemnized at Roswell Wednesment in my condition, and after I had
bottles I felt as well bb
several
taken
beautiful
a
nuptial
was
1 firmly believe
day evening,
that
ever in my life.
will relievo any case
event. The Roswell horning News Eckman's Alterative
lust
before
the
if
taken
of
trouble
lunp
describes the wedding as follows:
BETTERSWORTH.
C.
A.
Affidavit)
a weiiilins of much interest to
(Above abbreviated; more on request.)
Eckman's Alterative has keen proven by
everyone was that of Miss Julia many
years' test to be most efficacious
Mrs
and
Mr.
of
severe Throat and Lung Affections,
eldest
for
daughter
Jaffa,
Bronchitis. Bronchial Asthma. Stubborn
Nathan Jaffa and Mr. Joseph Danziger Colds and In upbuilding the system.
no narcotics, poisons or habit-formirContains
M., which was
of East Las Vegas,
Ask for booklet telling
drags.
and write to Kckman
recoveries,
8
o'clock
of
at
solemnized last evening
Pa for eviPhiladelphia,
Laboratory,
dence. For salo by all leading druggists
at the beautiful home of the bride'
parents. In the livmg room, where and E. G, Murphey and Central Drug

ARRIVING

Been Waged With Considerable,

Ifi

Bitterness.

STATE
ALBUQUERQUE MAN PURCHASED
LARGE SUPPLY ADMITTED
FREE OF TARIFF

Albuquerque, Feb.

20.

Operations

in the spring wool market in Albuquerque and New Mexico are on the
verge of breaking into something more
than the usual activity, and one of
the most interesting of the early
spring purchases is that concluded
the first of this week by James Wilkinson, president of the Albuquerque
wool scouring mills, who has just returned from Mexico where he con-
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Cottolene for all cooking.
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Many, formerly troubled with indigestion, now
use Cottolene and enjoy their food.
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CHICAGO

ARE NOW ON DISPLAY
The first bij shipment of spring silks is here Crepes, Messalines, Tub Silks, Chinas
Crepe de Chines, etc. The quality is well up to our usual high standard and the colorings
are exquisite. Below are a few choice lots:

....
""..;;;;;::::--
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irmcBftw

..Ot

42 inch SILK CREPES In plain and fancy colors la all the new
shades tango, ruat, chicory, electric greens and blues, etc. These
crepes are cut In five yard dresa patterns and are very desirable
$12.50 per Pattern
at

Good News
We are pleased to announce the arrival of another
shipment of choice new millinery among which .are
some chic patterns at $3.50,
$4.00 and $4.50 that are sure
to ibe evry popular this
spring. Also, a few exclusive,
new Paris models in pattern,
hats. Charming, and only
$15.00.
We want you to see
these new arrivals. Come
early and get first choice.

.

36 inch FANCY TUB SILKS for waistings, in several patterns, Including stripes in nearly all colors. We are offering a special val$1.35 per yard
ue In these at
,

DE LUXE is the name of a beautiful new silk' on
of
the order
messaliney only firmer and much more lustrous1, 26
Inches wide, in all the desirable shades, at
per yard

CASHMERE

NEW TRIMMIG SILKS in tapestries,
Persians, brocades and.
Bengalines. you must see these silks to fully appreciate the
beautiful colorings. Come.
('

it'

Order by Mail
We

We
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TOLSTOY

Prepay

Parcels Post

Parcels Post
A MAN OF

OrderbyMail

Prepay

WONDER

Marvelous Contradictions In the Make
up of Russia's Great Thinker
and Writer.

Tolstoy's biography illustrates bet
ter than any other the distracting con
trasts of the typical Russian noble
man and intellectual. He saw from
the inside every soldier's camp and
in the courts of royalty. In the draw
ine rooms of fashion and In the
haunts of Bohemia. He lived the savage life in the Caucasus, and the
patriarchal life at Yasnaya Polyana.
A man of uncontrolable passions, he
committed every sin that it was fashionable for a man of his caste to commit. He gambled away his ancestral
home, he joined the revels of his fellow officers and wasted his substance
In the company of gypsy girls. Yet
from an early age he aspired to sanctity. Although professionally a soldier, he early became an apostle of
peace. A literary lion In the circles
of Moscow, he became the exponent
of the simple life. An aristocrat to
his finger tips, he preached the gospel of democracy. A big land owner,
he ended by being an advocate of the
Ideas of Henry George. A Christian
ascetic and a woman hater, yet his
wife bore him sixteen children. London Everyman.
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CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00

J. M Cunningham, Preside

Frank Springer,

$50,000.00

it

D. T. Hosklns, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, Ass't. Cash.

t,

LAS VKG A3 INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
-

CAPITAL STOCK

-

$30,000.00

Office with the San Miguel National Bank

Facts About Deafness.
WE G. HAYDON
to a French statistician,
H. W. KELLY
males are more subject to aural diD. T. HOSKIN3
seases than females, and out of every
seven middle-agepersons there are
two who do not hear so well with one
ear as with the other. In every thousand children under fifteen years of
age, 4 per cent, show symptoms of ear
disease, and 6 per cent, a marked defi
ciency In hearing power. The liability
to disease increases from birth to the
age of forty, and then begins gradually to decrease as old age advances.
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
Out of the total number of cases subjected to surgical treatment In Prance
In one year it Is estimated that about
Santa Fe, Feb. 20. State Engineer
67 per cent were cured and 30 per
James A. French said today: "I was
cent" permanently Improved.
greatly pleased with tne Dona Ana
county roads. They are a credit to
Independence of Solitude.
What I must do, Is all that' con the road board. The people of Dona
cerns me, not what the people think. Ana are considering raising f 50,000
This rule, equally arduous in actual more for good roads. Could anything
and in Intellectual life, may serve for
more eloquently than that?"
the whole distinction between great- speak
Tot Survey Road
ness and meanness. It is the harder,
James
C.
Harvey of the state engibecause you will always find those
who think they know what Is your neer's force will go to Albuquerque
duty better than yon know it. It Is to survey the proposed road to Isleta,
easy in the world to live after the a. distance of 13 miles. The road Is
world's opinion; it la easy in solitude to be 18 feet wide and gravel surto live after our own; but the great faced.
man is he who in the midst of the
Water Cases
crowd keeps with perfect sweetness
Mr.
of the state engiKirkpatrick
the independence of solitude. Emerneer's office la today hearing water
son.
cases in the supreme court room, protests have been filed on Nos. 618 and
Uncle Hawhee's Philosophy,
619, of the Cimarron Valley Land comNever quar'l wid a deacon. De
has got dess enough piety to pany andi 645 by George H. Webster.
put up de meanest kind of a fight.
The hearing this afternoon is on No.
Don't mou'n 'bout how hahd yo' has 770,
'by the Farmers Development
!
to work.
we kain't all be
members o' Congress and git paid for company.
Teachers' Certificates
loafln'.
The following teachers' certificates
If yo' wants to git cured o' dyspepsy
go Into de ministry. A nigger preach- were granted: , ..
er kin eat twice as much as a comThird grade: J. M. Lobato, Raton;
mon man wldout a squalm o' con- Tonita Martinez,
Arroyo Hondo; Ferscience; a puhsidin' eldah three times nando Myer, Jr., Questa; Esquipulo
as much; an evangelist fou' times, at
D. Trujillo, Ojo
de very least; and de Lawd he'p us Monotya, Abiquiu;
.
when de bishop heaves in sight! Kan- Caliente; Guadalupe Trujillo, Youngs-villesas City Star.
v
y
Second grade: Jeanette Eller, Fier-ro- ;
Roscoe Wyckoff, Shuman; Gladys
"Bob" and "Cob."
Most people would know what was Organ, Osc.uro.
meant by the term "bob", speaking of
First grade: Everett Hopper,
money. But would tbey be able to
Louise Wells, Bast Las Vegas;
say ofThand what a "cob" Is, or was, Harold Hawk, Arroyo Seco; Elizala similar connection? It was used
In polite circles In the seventeenth beth Corn, East Las Vegas.
Elk to Start Soon
century, for it occurs in a letter from
Game Warden, Baca has received a
the earl of Essex: "So my wife gave
her a cob, for which she seemed very telegram from Montana stating that
thankful" printed on the new volume the weather Is growing colder and
of the "Camden" series, the editor of colder and that wrth the
expected
which giveB the information that the snows
seems certain that in a
it
cob was "a piece of money, the value
of which varied from four shillings couple of days the 50 elk for New
Mexico will be caught and will be
to as much as six shillings in 1675."
to this state. Mr. Baca will
shipped
London Chronicle.
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also order
a pail of
Cottolene
from your
grocer.
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or lard and costs less.

Inexperienced cooks have few failures when
cooking with Cottolene and experienced cooks
are delighted with it

(
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The whole trend of modern thought favors

i

We need not go back so far as tie
eighteenth century to find Englishmen
who held that shaving was "agen God
an nature." In the nineteenth, James
Ward, R. A., in a "Defense of the
Beard," set forth eighteen reasons for
retaining it, mainly Scriptural, re-e-n
forced
by artistic considerations,
"What would a Jupiter be without a
beard?" As late as 1860 Thelogos published a treatise entitled "Shaving A
Breach of the Sabbath and a Hindrance to the Spread of the Gospel."
One of his points was that "Provithe
dence had manifestly designed
beard as a protection for the throat
and chest" But what about the woman's throat?
Nowhere was there more prejudice
centuries ago against beards than at
the Inns of court The "black books"
of the inns tell us how offenders were
fined for wearing beards, and sometimes were eorapulsorily shaved by order of court And the prejudice against
the bearded barrister still lingers,
Vice Chancellor Bacon carried his dislike to bearded or mustached barristers so far that he always refuser to
bear them. Even fiC tSeFe are Very
few leading counsel with beards, and I
fall remember only one unshared bar
rister of great eminence, the late
Judah Philip Benjamin, Q. C. silver
tongued Benjamin, who wore a mus
tache and a goatee. London Chron-

THE NEW SPRING SILKS
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FOR AND AGAINST THE BEARD

IS

cluded the purchase of the first lot
of wool to come out of Mexico since
tariff on wool was taken off. Mr.
the
exquwas
performed,
Company.
the ceremony
Wilkinson also was successful in seisite KUianiey roses and ferns were
curing delivery of this wool in Juarez
used in profusion;, placed attractively
Miss Jaffa for bis bride. and the consignment will reach Albuwinning
basin
rooms
dainty
throughout the
The young people left this morning querque in a day or two, Mr. Wil
kets, and banked most effectively with for "a trip to New York and other
kinson thld morning declined to dis
the
above
trailing ferns on the mantel
eastern points, and on their return cuss prices paid for this lot, but conbridal
As
the
fire.
party
cheerful open
will be with. Mr. Danzlger's brother siders it a very
satisfactory purchase.
descended the stairway and entered In
Las Vegas, while they superintend The great difficulty in getting to the
bearthe
ring
the room, preceded by
of their own lovely home. Mexican
growers and of getting the
er and dainty little flower girl, lien the building town .
Out
of
guests were: Dr, wool out of the war ridden belt after
Alice
Miss
Arthur Jaffa and little
Jacob Landau, Mr. and Mrs. Charles purchase or discovery makes this buy
Danziger of East Las Vegas, the beauMrs. Maurice Danziger and one of the most
interesting wool pur
tiful wedding march from Lohengrin Danziger,
Alice from East Las Vegas, chases made in the state for some
daughter
the
at
Mrs.
Campbell
was played by
Mr. Sol Jaffa, Mr.' Arthur Jaffa of time.
piano and Misses Peirson and WoodTrinidad, Colo.
"I expect this! Mexican wool in our
ward, violinists, Miss Jaffa was atwarehouse within a few days," said
tended bv her sister, Miss Eleanor
Y. M. C. A. CONVENTION
Mr. Wilkinson this morning, "and it
Jaffa as maid of honor, who wore a TEXAS
Tex., Feb. 20. Dele- may be that our scouring mills will
Waxahachie,
over
chiffon
blue
of
pale
gown
dainty
the leading cities of start up for the spring run next
blue messaline, and carried pink roses. gates from all
arrived
here
Texas
today to take part week. At any rate, we are going to
Mr. Arthur Jaffa of Trinidad, Colo.,
state
convention of the start in the vei'y near future, the uniu
annual
the
as
the party
acted as best man,, and
Christian
Men's
association, usually early start being because of
Young
marbeautiful
the
their
took
places
the sessions of which will continue the early activity in, local and Ari
riage service was pronounced by Ir.
over Sunday. A number of well Known zona wools;, and in the probable
Jacob Landau of Las Vegas.
association sharp demand for early scoured
The bride was beautlltirty gowned clergymen, educators and
for ad- wools. For the first time in several
on
the
are
workers
program
with
combined
in white satin entrain,
for
dresses.
presen- years I have found it necessary to
Report? prepared
white tulle. The bridal veil, caught
the spend the entire winter in Albuquershow
to
convention
that
the
tation
in
trimmed
was
in a soft drapery,
the same piece beautiful point lace associations in Texas have had a gra que in order to keep in line with
ter mother wore. She carried an ex-- tifying increase in membership the what looks like a very active and prosperous season."
rmisile shower bouquet of lilies of the past year.
Arizona wools, it is said by well
valley, and a bridal Bible. Mrs. NaDEMOCRATS
OKLAHOMA
informed
wore
of
the
buyers, are being contractmother
than Jaffa,
bride,
Oklahoma City, FeO. 20. Plans for ed for as high as 16 cents, while New
a handsome gown ;of white
entrain with tunic, of net em the coming state campaign will lie dis- Mexico wools, in large lots which sold
broidered in gold and Bilver, the waiBt cussed here tomorrow at a confer- last year at 11 cents after holding
draped in the same beautiful embroid- ence under the auspices of the Young for several months, are being conMen's Democratic clubs of Oklahoma. tracted at 12 cents. One of the largered net.
After the ceremony 1he bridal party The conference will be followed by a est clips in the state is known to have
and guests left the home to the Joy- banquet at which speeches will be been contracted at 12 cents and it is
ous strains of Mendelssohn's wedding made by several prominent party reiiorted that numerous other lots
have been taken on contract at the
march for the Gilkeson hotel, where leaders.
same price, while Some select lots
an elaborate wedding supper was
IN
PARIS
AMERICAN
WEDS
GIRL
have ibrouglit even a better contract
at
appointed
served
eight beautifully
Paris, Feb. 20. The American col- figure.
tables. The centerpiece of each, a
todainty white wicker fcasfcet, the han- ony in Paris was mucn Interested
MAY DISBAR MAJORS
dles tied with airy pink tulle bows, day in the wedding of Miss Gladys
and
Colorado
sweet
Santa
of
Fe, N. M., Feb. 20. ProceedMcMillan,
Springs,
and filled with fragrant pink
peas and ferns, pink tinted the re- Count Paul Cornot, whose home is in ings looking to the disbarment of At
freshments, while the cakes and mints Brussels. The bride is reputed to be torney II. II, Majors of Alamogordo,
carried out the floral motif, being dec- one of the wealthiest American girls recently acquitted after a trial on the
who have wedded men of foreign title charge of poisoning his wife and
orated with sweet peas.
Afterward the party danced at in recent years.
daughter, have been filed by Assist
The bride is the stepdaughter of ant Attorney General H. S. Clancy.
Stoekard hall to the splendid music
of the Imperial orchestra.
Spencer Penrose, a prominent capital- Majors is charged with failing to ac
The wedding was a very bright and ist of Colorado and a brother of Sen- count for money collected by him for
happy occasion. Miss Jaffa, who was ator Penrose of Pennsylvania. In ad- his clients and with offering to "fix
dition, she is the granddaughter of the things' with the county commission
born and reared here, is one of
loveliest girls, and is belpved late Senator McMillan of Michigan, ers, district attorney, Judge B. L.
a Medler and other officials for a client
by all her friends for her sweet from whose estate she received
womanliness of character, who, while large fortune, she was born in De- named Watts and thus save Watts
to trial for perjury, upon
they are sorry to lose' her, will wish troit and passed her girlhood in that
her every happiness in ber new home. city. Of late years she has resided the payment of a stipulated fee. MaMr. Danziger is one of the splendid much in Paris and in 'London, where ors is cited to aippear before the state
young business men of Las Vegas she has been the gueet of her aunt, supreme court on March 19, to answer
and is to be heartily congratulated on Lady Harrington.
the charges.
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Controversy is an Old One and Has
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leave at once for Montana on receipt
that the antlered tribe have
made their descent to the plains and
have been made captive.
Mr. Baca stated that he will address
the chamber of commerce tonight on
the project of having an elk preserve
up Santa Fe canyon; and will discuss
the advantages of keeping a few elk
for the delight of visitors and others
who make excursions up the canyon.
Public Land Sale
Land Commissioner R. p. Erveln
stated today that there will likely be
much Interest on tae part of home
seekers of other states in the forthcoming land sale scheduled for April
21, in the town of Doming Luna county. The land to be put up at auction
Is about 16 miles from
Deming and a
full description of it may be obtained
by writing to the commissioner of
public landa
The Revenue Office
The report of tne visit of Internal
Revenue Collector Lewis T. Carpenter
to Washington started many rumors
in official circles today concerning the
removal of the office to Phoenix. Several officials declared that A. A Jones,
assistant secretary of the Interior, has
sent word within the past fortnight
that there b no cause for fearing the
loss of the office. Judge Carpenter,
however, has 6tated emphatically that
the office will be moved on or before March 1, and it seems reasonable
to suppose that he knows. A prominent official who was here a few
(weeks ago also declared that the office would be moved, though he requested that he be not quoted on the
subject at the time.
Taxes Collected
Taxes collected to date are as follows:
Guadalupe county: 1913, $36,555.22.
Eddy county: 1910 and prior,
of news

$573.40; 1911, $447.82;

Rio, Arriba:
$22,772.16.

1912,
'

1912, $1,114.38.
$278.71; 1913;

To Court of Appeals
transcript in the case of Josefita
C de Sedillo vs. the A., T. & S. F., for
$5,000 damages, was sent to the circuit.
A

court of appeals at St. Louis today.
Answer Is Filed
Attorneys, Renehan and Wright today filed in the United States district
court an answer in the suit of D.
Collier & Co., a corporation, plaintiff,
vs. Petra Boqnet et al, defendants.
The suit is to quiet title to the
Indian grant in Santa Fe coun- -

c
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'
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AFRAID TO EAT
Girl Starving on Poorly Selected Food

"Several years ago I was actually
starving," writes a Me. girl, "yet dared not eat for fear of the consequences.
"I had suffered indieestion from

nv- -

erwork, irregular meals and improper
food, until at last my stomach became
so weak I could scarcely eat
any food
without great distress.
"Manly kinds of food were tried, air
with the same discouraging effects. I
steadily lost health and strength until
I was but a wreck of my former
self.
"Having heard of Grape-Nut- s
and
its great merits, I purchased a package, tut with little hope that it would:
help me I was so discouraged.
"I found It not only appetizing but
that I could eat it as I liked and that
It satisfied the craving for food without causing distress, and If I may use
the expression, 'it filled the bill.
"For months Grape-Nut- s
was my
principal article of diet I felt from
the very first that I had found the
right way to health and happiness, and
my anticipations were fully realized.
"With its continued use
my usual health and strength. Today
I am well and can eat anything I like,
food forms a part of
yet Grape-Nut- s
mly bill of fare."
Name given by postum Co., Battle
Creek, Mich. Read "the Road to
"
In pkgs. "There's a Reason."
Ever read the above letter? 'A
new one appears from time to time.
They are genuine, true, and full of
human interest. Adv.
Well-ville,-

SubseriDe for The Optic.
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DRIVERS PREPARE
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RACES
VANDERBILT AND INTERNATIONAL CONTESTS TO OCCUR
ON THE COAST

Sim

1911
1912

,

Mulford
De Palma

.

Car
.Panhard
Darracq
.Darracq
Locomblle
Alco
Alco

Lozier
Mercedes

Feb. 20. With cars
t
running at top speed for the final
Los Angeles,

try-ou-

before the Vanderbilt cup and International Grand Prize races, the
dare-devdrivers who are to strive
for the premier honors in auto racing,
made circuit after circuit on the Santa
Monica course today, perfecting their
acquaintance with the track and shaking their engines down 'to their fittest form for the great tests of "speed
and endurance.
The Vanderbilt cup race will he run
tomorrow and the International on
Both events will be conMonday.
tests in which the drivers will flirt
with death at every turn, contests
of speed and endurance, with the victors, according to advance predictions,
covering the distance at 80 miles an
.hour or better.
At present all interest is centered
la the classic Vanderbilt cup contest,
the oldest and most famous racing
event of its kind in the western world.
"That the event tomorrow will be as
exciting and interesting as any of
its predecessors appears a certainty.
It will be a wonderful demonstration
of ingenious devices constructed for
speed, for power, for strength, driven
with all the daring and skill of men
trained for just such record breaking
events. On the eve of the contest the
experts refuse even to predict a winner, although every man is more than
willing to assert that there will be
for the thousands of
thrill a
spectators! who gather to witness the
contest.
That faster time than ever before
may be expected in both the Vanderbilt cup and International Grand Prize
contests is quite probable, for the
course is one of the fastest in the
world.
Races have been held over
the course since 1909, 13 contests
haivng been staged upon i.t. Laps
have been made as fast as 93 miles
;an hour, and the world's road race record was established over this course
two years ago when Retzlaff averaged
78.72 miles per hour.
The course Is situated within half
an hour's ride of this city. It skirts
the Pacific and winds, in and' out
among the gardens and palms ajd
popper trees. It is not only one pt
the fastest but one of the safest racing courses in the world. There has
never been a serious aqcident on it
There is only one right angle turn,
and this has been made as wide as
possible.
All of the drivers who will take
part in the Vanderbilt cup contest
are pilots of International reputation.
Relph De Palma, the present holder
of the cup, will defend the trophy. He
will drive a Mercedes the game car
in which he won the last Vanderbilt
cup race and the 1912 Elgin race.
il

hair-raisin- g
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Self Respecting Group of People
Should be Without a Good

By MILDRED CAROLINE GOOD--

Family Laxative
It is inconceivable in this day of
general intelligence that any family
would be without a simple remedy
for the minor ills or life, for often by
giving such a remedy in time a serious disease can be frustrated.
For example, If at the first sign of
like Dr.
a cold a simple laxative-toniCaldwell's Syrup Pepsin were given,
the beginning of a serious lung affectation or of a typhoid fever might be
avoided. And also In headaches,
etc,, a small dose of this
relieve the congestion
would
remedy
and replace distress with comfort.
Mothers give it to tiny infants and little children, and grown people tahe
it with equally good effect.
Thousands of good American homes
are never without it, among them the
home of Mrs. C. A. Wright, 1S31 Pasadena Ave., Long Beach, Cal. She had
considerable trouble raising little
Lawrence, three years old, but after
regulating his bowels with smaU doses
of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin he began to thrive and she has had no
further trouble with him. They use
it generally in her home.
of
-Syrup Pepsin saves the health
hill3.
doctor's
saves
the family, and It
It is a guaranteed cure for any form
of stomach, liver and bowel trouble,
constipation, indigestion, biliousness,
gas on the stomach, headaches,

RIDGE.

Other well known drivers in the raw-wil- l
include Harry Grant, who won
the cup in 1909 and 1910; Barney
Spencer, Wishart, Gil Anderson,
J. B. Marquis, Frank Verback, Earl
W.
Cooper, Edwin Pullen, Omar Toft,
Joeri-manG,
and
T.
Janetta
H. Carlson,
Old-fiel-

The officials selected for the race
are: Referee, George, Purdy Bullard,
foundattorney general of Arizona and
x
road
Angeles-PhoeniLos
the
of
er
race; judges. C. H. Cobb of Fresno,
A. B. Daniels of Los Angeles and John
F. McLain of San Francisco; chief
scorer, E. W. Leslie of Los Angeles;
starter, Fred J. Wagner of New York.
Enormous crowds of people are excirpected to congregate along the
cuit, and the handling of these is the
most difficult matter the promoters
of the contest have had to face. It
has been arranged to have the circuit
thoroughly policed and it is believed
that the careful preparations will prevent any accidents such as have marred nearly all of the great races for
the cup in past years.
Chronic Constipation Cured
"I had been troubled with chronic
constipation for two years and tried
all the best physicians in Bristol,
Tenn., and they could do nothing
for me. Two packages of Chamberlain's Tablets cured me," writes Thos.
E. Williams, of Middleboro, Ky. For
sale by all dealers. Adv.
,

LEDYARD 70 YEARS OLD
rwrnit Mich.. Feb. 20. Henry B.
di- Ledyard, chairman of the board of of the Michigan Central railHENRY

"Bertha," I wouldn't stand It! If I
were in your place I'd I'd run away."
"Where to, sister, dear?" '
"To Roscoe Dalton, of course. Why,
vou're settling down like a crushed
victim. Father will break your heart
d
before he gets through with his
ways. Look here, If you won't
ict with some pluck I'll stir up something!" scolded Daisy Newcombe.
"It's thinking of mother that makes
me hesitate," murmured Bertha, and
then she dropped her fair face into
her hands and went on crying.
"They call me 'Tomboy Daisy,' " soliloquized her sister as she left the
room. "Well, I'll do something that
win make them talk, this time. I'll
begin it by sending a telegram. I'll
mean
wind up by keeping
ld Silas Banks away from our house
tomorrow, if I never do another
thing!"
Impetuous, fiery Daisy ran down
the 6tairs, pulled on thick leggings
and donned her warmest attire, for it
was winter, with Bnow piled four feet
high along the walks. She flung herself out of the house. She was a good
deal younger than her sister, in fact
ust fifteen, but she had the soul of
a woman and the nerve of a real heroine.
Daisy went to the little railroad depot and indited a brief message. It
was to Roscoe Dalton, a hundred miles
away, and It read: "If you care anything for Bertha come quick or some
one elee will get her."
Then Daisy turned her eye and ear
toward the big snow-clahill rising
She
up from the village common.
could see the young crowds with
whom she romped the merriest tobogganing, she could hear their gay
shouts. Her lips set firm, her cheeks
flushed, her bright eyes sparkled with
determination, and she thought hard.
"I'll do it!" she declared. "If Roscoe will only come we can beat Silae
Banks yet."
Daisy proceeded to the hill. A dozen
of her girl friends hailed her, but she
was all business and had only a care
less nod for them this time. She pro
ceeded over to one side of the broad
expanse where a dozen boys were
erecting a snow fort. She was enthusiastically hailed as the captain
of the eport in anticipation, but
she waved back an eager group, ready
to surround and worpship the girl favorite of their set.
"Go back to your work, all of you,'
self-wille-

!811lif
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Year, Driver
1904 Heath
1905 Hemery .
1906 Wagner
1908 Robertson
1909 Grant
1910 Grant

:
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drowsiness after eating, etc. Have
no hesitancy about giving it to any
member of the family, however young
or old, for it contains nothing injurious to the young person.
A bottle can ; be obtained at any
nearby drug store for fifty cents or
one dollar. The latter size s more
economical and is bought by those
them-who have already convinced
selves of its merits. Syrup Pepsin
users learn to discard pills, salts,
cathartics and purgatives general'v s
they f re too great a shock to any avenge system.
Families wishing to try a free sample bottle can obtain it postpaid by
addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 419
Washington St., Monticello, 111. A
postal card with your name and address on it will do.
'

EXPECT THAW DECISION SOON
r
Concord, N. H., Feb. 20 Judge
disStates
United
of
Aldrich
the
trict court today listened to the final
arguments of counsel on Harry K.
Thaw's petitions for a writ of haheas
Ed-na-

ijorpus and for admission to bail. It
s expected the decision of the court
vill be announced about the first of
.he coming

A

week.

CHILD'S LAXATIVE
IS SPilUP

IF

FIGS

MADE FROM FRUIT CAN'T HARM
TENDER STOMACH, LIVER
AND BOWELS

If your little one's tongue is coated,
it is a sure sign the stomach, liver
and bowels need a egntle, thorough
cleansing at once. When your child
is cross, peevish, listless, pale, doesn't
sleep, act naturally; if breath is bad,
stomach sour, system full of cold,
throat sore, or if reverish, give a
teaspoonful of "California Syrup of
Figs," and In a few hours all the
clogged-up- ,
constipated waste, sour
bile and undigested rood will gently
move out of the bowels, and you have
a well, playful child again.
Sick children needn't be coaxed to
take this harmless "fruit laxative."
Millions of mothers keep It handy because they know Its action on the
stomach, liver and bowels Is prompt
and sure. They also know a little
given today saves a sick child tomor-recto-

.
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"Thunder!" he ejaculated.
Before his astounded eyes was a formidable blockade. It was fully twenty
feet high; it extended beyond his present range of vision. There was mass
mass in the gully, giant
upon piled-usnowballs packed thick and heavy.
One could neither surmount nor burrow through this great obstacle. And
then came new disaster for the aged
suitor. The waiting throng of fair
Daisy's contingent rolled a mighty
snowball down the side of the cut It
knocked off the hat of the driver, it
tumbled down into the wagon box and
anchored it as under an avalanche.
Then there was a shower of smaller
spheres. Old Silas suddenly awoke to
the realization that some one disliked
him somehow, retreated and reached
home wiser and sadder and stayed
there.
John Newcombe fumed and fretted
when his expected guest did not arrive. There was a glum, delayed holiThen Mr. Newcombe
day dinner.
took a walk. Somehow the episode
of the blockaded suitor had got
abroad.
He returned to the house
furious.

"Where is Bertha?" he demanded,
and Mrs.
Newcombe
but
paled,
doughty Daisy spoke up valiantly.
"Bertha left the house an hour ago,"
she said evenly. "It was to meet Ros
coe Dalton, and by this time they are
on the way to Brocton in a sleigh to
get married."
"Then you put up this plot!" began
air. Newcombe.
"Gently, husband," spoke Mrs.
"You have driven one daugh
ter to elope. Be careful of the one
that'B left to us."
Daisy went over to the snow fort
where her royal 'cohorts were.
"You can kiss me, you brave, darling fellows!" she said royally.
There was a grand dive for the vel
vety cheeks presented.
"And you can kiss me twice," she
Invited Ronald Grey.
(Copyright, 1914. by 'W. Q. Chapman.)
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BIRTHDAY OF PRINCESS
London, Feb. 20. Today being the
anniversary of the birth of the Princess Royal (Princess Louise Victoria,
eldest daughter of the late King Edward), who was born February 20,
1S67, the bells of the Curfew Tower

and of'Windsor parish church pealed
A conference of all the officials, ormerrily in honor of the event. A royand business agents of tha
ganizers
was
al salute
also fired in the LongInternational Association of Machinwalk.
ists is to be held in St. Louis next
month to discuss uniform methods of
SUCCESSFUL EVERYWHERE
of
work and systemization of plans for
are
People everywhere
talking
the quick and fine results Foley the betterment of the union.
It i
Kidney Pills give in backache, rheu- said the conference is the first of ita
and
troubles.
bladder
matism, kidney
You can not take them Into your sys- kind ever called hy an international;
tem without good results. That is be- labor organization in America.
cause Foley Kidney Pills give to the
kidneys and bladder just what nature
A scald, burn. or severe cut heala
calls for to heal these weakened and
inactive organis. O. G. Schaefer and slowly if neglected. The family that
keeps a bottle of BALLARD'S SNOW
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
LINIMENT on hand is always prefor such accidents. Price 25c.
pared
Ceorge Davis, the former big league 50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Censhortstop, is coaching- the Amherst tral Drug Co. Adv.
college baseball squad.
It is reported that employes of ev
Only One "BROMO QUININE"
ery railway company in Great Britain,
That is LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE. with the single exception of the North
W. western railway, have approved th f
Look for the signature of E.
GROVE. Cures a cold in one day, recommendation of their leaders ia
Cures grip in two days. 25s. Adv.
favor of tendering notices ending tha
conciliation boards as at present coni
Representative WJliiam H. Murray stituted.
of Oklahoma, commonly known as
"Alfalfa Bill," is descended from the
A heavy cold In tne lungs that was
Scottish clan of Murray, an'd among expected to cure Itself has benn the
his forebears la the Earl of Murray, starting point in many cases of dis
The sensible
ease that ended
of the
Queen of course is to takefatally.
doses of
frequent
Scots.
SYRUP.
BALLARD'S HOREHOUND
It checks the progress of the disorder
Vanish Away and assists nature to restore normal
Price 25c, 50c and $1.0
Men and women having backache, conditions.
rheumatism, stiff and swollen Joints per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.
Adv
are honestly glad to know that Foley
half-broth-

d
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Trained Women, Better Marriages.
There are many tragic homes, many
a dull, drab life where a woman's soul
Is crushed, her spirit broken, her heart
dead, all under the cover of marriage,
simply because she has been under the
ancient grip of old notions of utter subservience. A woman is not a man's
slave; she is his equal. The modern
woman is going to assert this. The
outcome will be more happiness all

Ban-tru-

1

j

Your House Can Be
Wired Without Injury
to the Decorations
have your house wired
there will be no dirt and but little inconvenienceyour walls and decorations will not be injured.

Char-bons,-

d

Kidney Pills are successful every
where in driving out these ills. That
is because Foley Kidney Pills are a
true medicine and quickly effective in.
all diseases that result from weak, Inactive kidneys and urinary irregularities. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cros
Drug Store. Adv.
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most populous quarters.
The aspect of the house is not impressive, with its cracked walls. It
two worm-eatedpors are ever closed
except early in the morning, when
mysterious handcarts arrive laden
with
packets, enter, and
'soon leave minus their loads.
It is the house where, by the authority of the Faculty of Medicine,
bodies unclaimed at the morgue and
hospitals are converted into skeletons
for anatomical purposes.
The world
is supplied from this obscure bouse
which veils its real use under the
"
sign: "Maison Lamqur: Bois et
affixed near the entrance.
An American surgeon who finds any
difficulty in obtaining a complete skeleton at home, sends an order to this
house in Parfs and at
the price of $5 plus the expenses, obtains a skeleton.
The odor from the skeleton factory has been disagreeable to the
neighbors, but action was not taken
until recently. Then they told the
courts that the nuisance must be
abated, but they were unsuccessful,
for this work is not only permitted
but authorized.
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vived interest in the curious calling of
the occupants of an old house in the
Rue Albert in the center of one of the
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A case which recently came before
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INDUSTRY

"Skeleton Factory" Authorized by the
Government, and Neighbors Make
Protest in Vain.
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waited.
Old Dobbin was well-nigexhausted
and lamed, and one trace broken and
mended, by the time old Silas had
covered much of hie journey. He was
half minded to turn back and abandon
g
his
enterprise more than
once. Then he became wholly minded
as he turned into the cut below Bald
hill.

Bour-face-

"Thunder!" He Ejaculated.
ardered the imperious little beauty
Ask your druggist for a
ead received many congratulations
of
of
"California
an-- e
Figs," "all but you, Ronald Grey. You just
Syrup
on his seventieth birthday
step aside with me. I've got some
directions
for
which
contains
tables,
in.
was
born
iversary Mr Ledyard
thing particular to say to you."
s
grown-upand
for
children
of
all ages
Handsome
but sensitive Ronald
Paris where his father was secreon the bottle. Beware of coun-H- e
Plainly
with mingled emher,
States
legation.
United
jbeyed
flushing
the
of
tary
Get the genuine, barrassment, pride and devotion.
sold
here.
terteits
but
Point
West
graduated from
"What is it, Daisy T" he asked de
made by "California Fig Syurp Com-h- e
after five years as an army ofacer
fooledl-A- dv.
lightedly.
be
Don't
to
take,
resigned his commission
"You like me, Ronald, don't you?"
He has been!
"Like you! "
up a railroad career.
connected with the Michigan Central La Grippe Leaves Its Victims Prostrate "Oh, yes, I know what the boys all
come victims oi ia gnyyo uoor imWell, I'm going to prove if you
for 40 years.
ly recover the health of the lungs, and lay.
do. Will you do something special
is
The
weakening.
persistent coughing
tor me?"
quick action of Foley's Honey and Tar
"Will I! Daisy," pronounced Ron-tlsevere
In
makes It valuable
la grippe
breathlessly, "I'd die for you!"
F. G. Prevo, Bedford, Ind..
coughs.
"You needn't do that, but you can
writes: "La grippe left me with a severe cough that Foley's Honey and win me as your best friend and siThomas Riley, unable to work, Tar cured,
and I am back to my nor ster"
told by his physician he was mal weight." O. G. Schaefer and Red
"I've got one of those already,' explained Ronald miserably.
suffering from Consumption, Cross Drug Store. Adv.
"Don't be silly, but listen carefully.
was made well and strong by. The first
air flight You remember Roscoe Dalton?"
Malt
Pure
Whiskey.
Duffy's
to start from ,the grounds
is
"Oh, yes, Daisy."
"I took a severe cold and was gener- of planned
Panama-Pacifi- c
"He loves Bertha and she loves him.
International
the
of
remally run down; I tried all kinds
He went away to make a mark In the
1915.
in
Airmen
from
told
edies witnout avail. My physician
May,
exposition
me I had consumption. I took outdoor all the nations of civilization, In air- world and come back and marry her."
"Ill do that, too," said Ronald,
treatment and improved some, but not craft of
every type, will contend for
"if youH only"
rapidly, and was unable to work. A
Let's see how far youH help me
friend persuaded me to try Duffy's Pure the largest prize fund ever offered In
Malt Whiskey, which I did, Thank any sporting event In history, $300,-00- 0 just now before we talk nonsense,"
God. (My friend has taken Duffy's for
will be distributed among the vic- challenged the little coquette sharply.
many years and is the picture of health).
tomorrow is a holiday.
Old
I took your medicine regularly. The tors. The route will ipaBS eastward "Well, Banks is
coming over to spend
first bottle improved me very much and across the American continent, the Silas
the day with us. Father is bound
the second so restored my vitality that
Europe, Russia Asia, and the that Bertha shall marry him. If he
I could do light work. Today I feel a ! Atlantic,ocean
to AlasKa- - tnene the gets here and Roscoe don't come to
new man. Gentlemen. I can't express Pac,fl
my appreciation of your great remedy iI flyers will proceed to San Francisco, spirit Bertha away, she will become
.!
in words, but my face and feelings tell a time limit of 90 days is placed upon engaged to the meanest, surliest old
j
the tale of my wonderful cure. You i the
miser in the county. Now" whisper.
e
contest' which wi" havo the
may make use of these few simple but
Ronald thrilled at the cloee contact
lines." Thomas Riley, Kenwood tion of the Federation Aeronautique
those delicious lips.
Then his
of
Y.
N.
Heights, Albany,
Internationale, the central organizabrightened a the plot was diseyes
tion of aeronautical bodies In every closed.
Finally he laughed and
civilized country on the globe.
chuckled.
"Oh, you dear smart darling girl!"
he cried in his enthusiasm. "You're
BUYING TO SAVE MONEY
is made for use in the home, hospital and sick room free from the harmful ele
Buylne Foley's Honev and Tar Hnm. you're a brick!" and tried to kiss her,
ments of the ordinary beverage whiskey, inousanasor doc;
pound saves money because Just a and Daisy gave him a slap la the face
tors rely upon Duffy's because of its purity. It can be derew aoses stops the cough and cold
tor his pains.
pended upon for indigestion, stomach trouble coughs, colds,
and, one bottle lasts a long time. It
bronchitis, grip, pneumonia, catarrh and throat and lung trou"All right,' he bobbed gleefully,
bles. It strengthens and stimulates. Now's the time to use it
quickly heals raw and inflamed surthe kind that gets sorry after
"you're
to prevent a breakdown of forces during winter when you
faces, stops tickling
throat, harsh, getting mad."
need the greatest vigor. Sold by most druggists, grocers and
rasping coughs, croup, hoarseness,
"I'm not mad," declared the politic
dealers, $1.00 a large bottle. Write for free medical booklet
bronchial and la grippe coughs. O. G.
Daisy. "Real heroes get their reward
Protect yourself sRitinut pogaiMerefilling; when bottle is empty,
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
break It! The Duffy Malt Whiskey Co, Rochester, N. Y.
Adv.

f

do something for you. ha!
We'll carry out your plan to the
dot ho! ho!
Daisy, count on the
nrowd. Silas Banks won't spend any
holiday at Brookvilie tomorrow."
Silas Banks lived twenty miles
away on a lonely old farm, isolated
and with one route only to Brookvilie.
This crossed a rocky, hilly stretch, and
with the road well Choked up with
snow he set out early with his clumsy
Dobsled and crowbato steed to reach
the home of his bride expectant.
Two hours before daylight Ronald
and his loyal boy friends had reached
Bald hill, ten miles from town. Here
the single roadway led for half a mile
through a deep cut. At once the willing mob threw off their coats and began rolling snowballs. They were no
ordinary spheres. It took four boys
to move one after the soft,, plastic
snow had molded together.
They
worked with vim, with a will. Then
they built a fire, roasted potatoes and
"We'll
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If you are

not now using ELECTRIC

LIGHT you are depriving yourself of
one of the greatest modern conveniences.
Then, too, with ELECTRIC SERVICE
in your house you can utilize "little
electric servants," such as electric

mns, vacuum cleaners, toasters, percolators etc Just thi things for comfort.

n

Investigate 'TODAY.
Always
pleased lo demonMraie appliances, or jive inforaatio:! on
hoi!.se-wiriSee m or a ay
electrics!
contractor.
reputable

around.
Will there be fewer marriages? Will
there be fewer children? We need not

trouble ourselves about such mailers.
They are in the hands of Nai urn, or
better say God. There may be fewer
sordid marriages, fewed brutal
fewer wretched economic refugees; but what marriages there are
will be more and more intelligent, eu- -,
genie, idealized and productive of
daily contentment, in propmlor n
the woman is free to choose or r."
Dr. Frank Crane in Woman'"'
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ply because they or thoir parents
.ire paying their room rent, board and
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incidentals. Whatever is an obstacle
to the widest realization of the oppor
tunity the state puts in their way
should be removed and the effort to
remove it should receive the hearty
support of the studeuts, even If It
does Involve a degree of Inconveni
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VILLA Kssray! Efccl

ence.

There are numerous legitimate di
versions which may' foe wisely substituted for the pool halls, and the school
authorities will he sustained by an
is F
emphatic public sentiment in compel
ling strict obedience to regulations
Entered at the poatofflce at East which are laid down for the sole purpose of making the millions of dol
ejus Vegas, New Mexico, for
men
through the United State lars spent on educating the young
as
aa
state
far
of
possible."
the
"go
matter.
as
second
class
fsall
This money is not spent for the pur
pose of providing patrons for the pool
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
and billiard halls, and vigorous measDally, by Carrltr
ures are entirely proper In the prem-

M. M. PADGETT.
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APPROPRIATIONS
FO

Coils

SEVENTY-EIGH-

their sentiments and protest agalnsl
the treatment being dealt out to. them.
Since the revolutions hegan thty
have never had such a meeting, but
have accepted their burdens stoically.
It Is understood the statements of for
eigners who divulged news are not
to be made public for fear of conse
quences when they sot foot on' Mexican soil again.
The fate of Gustav Bauch, the Ger
charged with being a
spy, Is still unlearned, according to
official report today. He is. said to
be held Incommunicado, but for all
his friends know, he may be dead.
Official Juarez is able to keep secrets.
Villa May Have Done It
The fact that the alleged execution
took place Tuesday nrgjit 1s .thought
to mean by many that" Villa's, court
martial report was given out to cover
the fact that Villa personally shot his
visitor in the course of their quarrel.
The disagreement;, the court martial
and; the exef$tijn all in part of one
day! is thought to be too rapid for
legal proceedings, according to the
theory. Villa's sudden departure is
alpo considered in connection with
'
this theory.

J ,M
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ATERVAYS
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T

changing the plan of the committee,
then called up the British treaty and
offered a resolution for its ratifica' '
tion. Extended debate followed.
Defeat of the amendment cleared
the atmosphere about all the pending
treaties, and It probably' will not be
offered again, as they come up separately. The Japanese and British
treaties will be taken up last. The
vote, 40 to 13, was taken by administration supporters to indicate that all
the treaties will be ratified. It shows
ed the
majority required.
Many senators regarded the vote as
Indicating a favorable attitude of the
senate toward repeal of the toils ex- ,
exemption.
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Eczema Gone! Acne, Tetter,
Rash, Pimples, Carbuncles,
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Washington, Feb. 20. Chairman S.
Sparknian of the Rivers and Har
bor committee of the nouse, in speaking of the river an harbor appropria
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for the open. No one was injured and
uel Henriquez, Herman Ilfeld, Clar- to
j
Chicago. McNaughton told another
"Mr. Wilson was not
favorably inclinI
no damage was done. The
or
ence Hite, George Hite, J. Matthews. man "to fix him
lit'le
jrp," he said' afid
ed to the test. He would not say
A
oscillation was from north to south,
OF
wf Gordon
and then he was
GENERAL, MANAGER WELLS
College Friends
placed on a train by a
whether the president had threatened
Wedas
not
of
was
violent
so
that
THE COAST LINES MAKES
Miss
and
Dancers:
Harris,
Mary
Tango
deputy. He jumped off the train be
a. veto.
i PREDICTIONS
Miss Marie Clement, Miss Regina cause he had not been
paid, he said, nesday.
Stern, Miss Chella Van Petten, Miss and was beaten by deputies, then arThat the citrus fruit business over Lucy Clement, Miss Marie Mann, Mr. rested and
charged with creating a
FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
Ladjf Baifimore
the Santa Fe railway lines will be Donald Hart, Mr. Charles Trumbull, disturbance .nrl cursincr th Amprlpan
Bud Anderson vs. Red Watson, 20J
The Most Popular Cake This Season four times heavier this year than last, Mr. Orrin Blood, Mr. Arthur Ilfeld tUj.gj. H3waVconvtetePa.6i servdd rounds, at San Francisco
J 1
,
was predicted this afternoon by A. G. Mr. Clifford Losey, Mr. Cecil Boucher.
w aays in jau.
By Mrs. Janet McKenzie Hill, Editor of
Kid Kenneth
vs. Al Norton 20
coast
the
of
manager
Wells,
general
Specialties
Duuun .uomng ocnooi Magazine
Alleged conditions in the bunk rounds, at Vernon, Canf.
who passed "Harvest Moon" Solo . with Dancing houses in which the
This is considered by many cooking lines of the railway,
strikebreakers
Eddie Moha ,vs. Joe Welling, 10
Chorus. . . ... .Charlei(reenclay and lived were describea
Timaoruies ine nuest caite Ulat can be through Las Vegas on train No. 1 on
Fred Neu- - rounds, at Laj Cr,asse, Wis. .
by
made, though in reality it is not at all his way to Los Angeles from Chicago.
College Friends of Gordon.
man.
te6$
uuucult.
TTom and Jerry
He was accompanied by his daughter Musical Act
K C lady Baltimore Cat
Tumbling Act . . . .". . ... v'. . AB.
FOR AMATEUR BASEBALL TITLE
One cup butter; 2 cups granulated and tys private secretary.
or
Tm
kind
business
witn
Clarence Hite and George Hite
begins
I
rose
I
tntief
Chicago, Feb. 20. Delegates from a
sugar; cup
teaspoonful
COSTOIIES
water; jyi cups Jlour; level teaspoon-ful- s the first of November and continues Song with Chorus 'B. P. O. E.
number of cities of the east and midK C Baking Powder; whites of 6 through the early part of spring. Air Miss Chella Van Petten and Elks'
dle west mat here today and diseuss-plan- s
eggs, oeaten ary.
the business is in full swing
Minstrels.
ready
to organize a national Jama.teur
Cream the butter and beat in the sugar
and trains of fruit are toeiijg shipped
; Orchestra
baseball championship series. iThe
gradually, $ift together; three litnesj
.
. Mrs, John Papen
the flour and baking powder, nd add out "at rapid" pace. Mr. Wells stated First Violin!:'.
project calls for the organization of f :
"
16 the butter andsugnr, alternately with thisr'&ftt-fftoothat' 'the business this First Violin. Miss Marguerite Cluxton THOSE WHO PLAN TO' ATTEND a national governing body With strict I '
to
the milk and rose' water. Lastly, add season
: .'.Mr. Louis llfeld
40,- - First Violin'"'. . .
to
amount
would
E.
probably
ROMERO
the
Will
rules
three-laybe
definfng
cake
amateurf.,
the egg whites. Bake in
.:
?.S
Otiff cars.
First, Violin . . . .'. : .Mr. JamfeS' Cook
WELL SUPPLIED
u
pans. Put the layers together with the
'
:
r
Mr. Wells stated that th,e flood3 in Second" Violin . . . i Mr. Walter' Kolbo
.
3
following frosting,.
ia
Notk ?Thi take a lnree one and sells at California were
. .Mr. Ambrose
considerable Second Violin
The costumes for the E. Romero
Womea'i Exchanges for $1.50.
ALLEY TO STAGE
32 trouble and ware reported to be the Cello
r
.....Mr. Phillip Kolbo Hose and Fire company's masquerade
worst Been in' tAat!part of the coun Flute
Mr. Fuhst ball probably will arrive in Las Vegas
Clarinet'
..Mr. Ed Hite this evening or tomorrow, according
A BATTLE ROYAL
try since 1884; r
5C2 US.
Mr. R. Kasper to an announcement made today,
Cornet
MISS GAYNOR ENGAGED
.1
Mr. H. Northrup These will be the best ever, according
Trombone
New York, Feb.
.
Mrs. William Piano
NEW
ANNOUNCES
.Mrs. Adolphlne Kohn to the committee, and a large number PROMOTER
FORM OF AMUSEMENT FOR
Gaynor, widb'bf the late mayor
The Cast
of costumes probably will be rented
'
'
"'
of New York announced to day the en Interlocutor, Mr. Jack McGreovy'.
LAS
VEGAS
FANS
out ''
F roatturf for lady BaJtlmotc Cake
,
ed
Three cups granulated
End Men: Mr. E. J. McWenie, Mr.
The members of the company "will
sugar; 1 cut boiling gagement of her daughter, Helen to
mUer.vhiles
s eggs,- - 1 cup
chopped ruumst I E. T. Bedford, II, son of Mr. F. H. O.
the
of
Mr.
Charles
Mr.
Pete Linn,
''O'Malley,'' promoter
up chopped
Blood,
George spend all day Sunday decorating the
Sfiscs cut t thin tikes.
Miss Helen is Morrison, Mr. .Bert Adams, Mr. Lud opera house and putting the floor in fiutic game' jh' Las Veiras, this mornStir the ensmr and water nntit the Bedford of Brooklyn.
Ml
sugar is dissolved, then let boil without Mrs - Gaynor's third daughter. She la wig William Ilfeld, Mr. Charles O'Mal- the best possible condition for danc- ing announced that ho will stage ant.
1.
U1UU llie eyrup from a
10 years old.
Three of her sisters ley, Mr. W. Jack Matthews.
will
about
March
on
or
be
?
other
spoon
sliow'bere
the
The
special
ing.
stage
will spm a long thread; pour
the are married
k i .
Circle: Clifford S. Losey, Charles feature of the decoration, being ar lf, and that the talent will be limited
Lo
.t 1 LLu 1. .
whites of the egss. beaten drvupon
constantly meanwhile.
Greenclay, Dave Conway, Herbert Geh- ranged to represent a regular fire strictly to local fighters. The mateContinue the
the
is cold; add
Thomas Kennedy, president of the ring, Jake Graaf, Donald Hart, Cecil station, with the fire queens, "Mamia" rial is here and the boys are willing
Wing
vr
7
the fruit aii J spreadfrosting
upon the cake.
United Mine Workers of the Hazleton Boucher, Herman Ilfeld, E. R. Russell, and "Daisy," the E. Romero horses, to fight, while the fans are anxious
The K C Cook's Book contains ni
'
lust
ftjr
iitch drinums recinea. bread,
tor good bouts.
district,, will go to Europe next year Simon Baeharach, D. L. Cole, N, O. standing in their stalls.
End pastry. V on cm, secure a
any fret by
this
as one of the representatives of Am- Hermann, Harry Martin, Will Fugate,
dance
be
will
The drawing card for this event will
Undoubtedly
in
le,fc,r!ir'Ci;te
,at V
can
every
BakniK Powil.-- to tl,e
M fi. Co..
at
of the Arthur Bfeld, John Rudulph, C. L. largely attended, and the firemen feel be a battle royal, popularly known to
miners
the
erican
Jaquks
meeting
d UUt eUUW
'Srtilku'l
International Mining congress.
confident that It will be a big success. be the best and fanciest form, of boxWadsworth, Manuel Henriquez.
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'ttiX
COMMISSIONERS' PROCEEDINGS
(.Continued From Yesterday.)
(

Tuesday, Jury 8th, A. D. 1913.
The board met pursuant to adjourn-

ment.
same county commis-

Present the
sioners, clerk and Interpreter as of
.yesterday.
The record of the proceedings of
.yesterday read, approved and signed.
Precinct from Nos. 50 to 45,
A petition having t?ietofore been
i'ktl with th's uoard by cerUii residents of the eastern portion of Sna
Miguel County, New Mexico, for the
deatlon of a new precinct froni portions of precincts 50 Guadalupe, No.
45 Cherryvale and No. 48 Trementlna,
as more fully set forth la said peti
tion on file, In the office of the clerk.
tie same having been passed for fur
ther consideration and Investigation,
Dionicio Ulibarl appeared before the
tioard and submitted a protest against
the granting of the prayer of the
.above said petition, signed by a large
number of persons, living within the
proposed boundaries of said new precinct, and after the reading and due
consideration thereof, upon motion,
It is ordered that the said written
protest be filed in the office of the
lerk, and that the petition for the
creation of a new precinct as above
et forth and pending upon further
investigation, be, and the ame Is now
Jiereby passed for further discussion,
upon the board being more fully ad-vised In the premises.
Public Road at Tuloso.
A complaint signed by a numbor of
residents la preqinct No. 50 Guadalupe, San Miguel County, New Mexico,
having been presented to the board,
setting forth that one Jose Manuel
Naranjo, living within said precinct,
has obstructed and closed the public
highway by constructing a fence
arross the eame, at a point called
Tuloso, and praying that said road
way may be opened and that eald
1

party be commanded to remove said
fence, and upon consideration and a
motion duly made,
It is ordered that the eald Jose
Manuel Naranjo be notified by the
clerk, to appear before this board,
at the next regular session thereof,
and show cause, if any he has, why
he should not be compelled to open
the public road way at Tuloso, within
said county, and to remove any and
all obstructions placed or maintained
by him, interfering with the use of
said public) road.
Resignation constable precinct No. 8.
Francisco Garcia, the constable
elected within and for Precinct No.
8, San Miguel County, New Mexico,
presented to the board his resignation
as such constable, and upon motion
the same was duly accepted and ordered filed In the office of the clerk.
Report Pecos and Azul Bridges.
George E. Morrison presented to the
board his report upon the construction
of the two county bridges, one at
Pecos Town and one at Azul, within
San Miguel County, setting forth that
be had made an examination of the
work done on said bridges, and that
the same has been completed acford-into the contracts ,etveen the county and the Missouri Valley Bridge &
Iron company, in a substantial aul
satisfactory manner and upon the
reading of said report and a motion
d'dy made,
It is ordered that the report of the
county engineer upon the Pecos and
Azul bridges above mentioned, be, and
the same Is hereby accepted and approved and ordered filed wllh the
records in the oifice of the clerk.
Meeting place County road board.
A communication from the chairman
of the county road board having been
received and read to this board, asking that the eald county road board
be permitted to hold their meetings
lu the county court house, and that
suitable quarters be provided for the
same, upon motion.
g

It is ordered that the road board

20, 1914.

of May, 1913.

San Miguel County, be and they are
hereby granted leave to occupy and
use the room wherein this board of
county commissioners holds its sessions in the court house at Las Vegas,
New Mexico, known as the assessor's
office, for the purpose of holding their
meetings therein, in accordance with
said request, and that the clerk give
the said road board due notice of this
order.
Approaches Azul bridge.
It appearing to tie board that the
approaches to the bridge at Azul, recently constructed, are not in proper
shape for travel and that it is necessary that such approaches be raised
and filled in, tooth on tne north and
south sides of said bridge, and this
beard having made examination there
of and being further aftvised by the
county engineer as to the extent and
proper construction of said approach
es, upon motion,
It is ordered that said approaches,
one on the north side and one on
the south side of the county bridge
at Azul be filled in and constructed
i'i a substantial manner, such wprk to
be done by .Santiago Aragon, at the
rate of 25c per cubic yard and that
he enter into a written contrast with
the board for the carrying out and
completion of said work; and such
contract being submitted, upon examination thereof, the same is duly signed, approved and ordered flied for
record in the office of the clerk.
Reports, Receipts, etc.
The following reports, receipts, etc.,
having been submitted to the board,
upon the reading and examination
thereof, and a motion duly made and
carried the same are approved and
ordered filed in the office of the
clerk,
Report of M. A. Sanchez, Co. assessor, for license taxes for month of
to-wl- t:

April, 1913.

Report of M. A Sanchez, Co. assessor, for license taxes for month of

Report of M. A. Sanchez,
sor, for license taxes for
June, 1913.
Report of Pedro Garduno,
10, fines colected to June

Co. assesmonth of

Bhe OPTIC

J. P. pet.
30,

J5he

RESTAURANT

AND CAFf

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOOD8 OBTAIN A BLR ALWAYS HANDLED

1913,

115.00.

Ml

Report of Juan P. Garcia, J. P. pet
collected to June 30, 1913,

48, fines
$5.00.

Bills approved.
The following accounts rendered to
the County of San MIMguel, now
examined fay the board, the same

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

II

be-.in- g

are approved for payment and the
clerk is directed to issue his several
warrants upon the county treasurer,
in settlement thereof,
No. 9988, Felix Garoia y Gutierrez,
J. P. fees. $7.70.
o. 9989, Felix Garoia y Gutierrez,
J. P. fees, $7.50.
No. 9990, Nlcplas Esquibel, holding
inquisition Martin Romero, $3.50,
No. 9991, Jose G. Lucero, janitor for
June, $40.00.
No. 9992, Antonio A. Gallegos,. sal
Co. Com. quarter, $218.00.
No. 9993, John H. York, sal. Co.
Coin, quarter, $200.00.
No. 9994, John H. York, traveling
expenses, $15.85.
No. 9995, Fidel Ortiz, salary quarter,
$200.00.
y
No. 9996, Fidel Ortiz, traveling expenses, $15.85.
No. 9997, Lorenzo Delgado, salary
clerk of Bd. Co. Com. quarter, $250.00.
No. 9998, Lorenzo Delgado, Premium
Surety Co., as clerk, $35.00.
No. 9999, Felipe Lopez, interpreter
in J. P. court, $2.00.
No. 10000, F. R. Gperin, fees as constable precinct 6, $3.75.
No. 10001, F. R. Guerin, fees as constable precinct 6, $2.75.
No. 10002, Adolfo Ortiz, salary jail
guard June, $40.00.
No. 10003, Amador Tllibarri, salary
jail guard, June, $50.00.
t:

(Continued on Page Seven)
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COLUMN
rOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

RATES

LODGE NO. 2, A, F. , FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
N
102 Meets every
A. M. Regular comMonday night
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Dougiae avenee M
third Thursday
in 8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
each month. Visiting dia!ly welcome
J, c. Wertt, Pre
brothers cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler,
Secretary; O. ft
M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van Baily, Treasurer.

vited, uuy
Petten, Secretary,

ADVER-

Meets first and third Tuesday evenings each month at Woodmen hall. Visiting brothers cordially invited to attend. C. N. Douglas,
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary,

F. O. E.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Five cents per line each Insertion.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg-.bilEstimate elx ordinary worde to a line.
conclave
Ttiea-y- d
re.,
No ad to occupy lesa space than two
day in etch menta at Malines
All advertisements
charged
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
will be booked at space actually set
M. Smith, E. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
without regard to number of worde. corder.
Cash In advlnce preferred.

LOCAL TIME CARD

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO, 3, ROY
AL ARCH MASON& Regular con- mill.ll."iWB
vocation first Monday in
East Bound
I
each month at Masonic
Arrive
Depart
Temple at 7:30 p. m. p, No. 2... . .7:20 p. In
7:45 p. m
ti n f
A- No. 4.., .11:54 p. m
;
Brinegar, H. P.;
11:59 p. m
Blood, Secretary.
No. 8.., . 2:25 a. m
2:30 a. m
IT
No. 10... . 1:35 p. m
2:00 p. a.
O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE
West Bound
NO.
4. Meets every Mondav
'
evp.nw t
Arrive
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN L
Depart
their hall on Sixth street All
1:35 p. m,
visiting No. 1. . 1:10 p. m
brethren cordially invited to attend. No. 3. . 6:35 a. m
. 6:40 a. m.
J. Frledenstine. N. G .: A. T pn(r0
No. 7. . 4:20 p. m..... 4:30 p. m,
V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
7:00 p.
Secretary; Karl No. 9. . 6:35 p. m
BABY CHICKS, Rhode Island Reds wenz. Treasurer; C. V.
Hedgcock,
V.

as

hi

I

tst

f.-O-

WPPM

&

For Sato

n

and Barred Rocks, kafe delivery Cemetery Trustee.
guaranteed. Mrs. Geo. Tudor, Os
B. P. O. ELKS Meeta
age city, Kansas.
tecond and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
BARRED Ronk etrsrs for TiarnTiIna- fiK month Elks' home on Ninth
street and
centa per getting of 15. C. A. Mc,- Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Miuan, pnone uuve 5572.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
FOR SALE White Leghorn and Buff Secretary.
Orpington eggs, 75c per setting.
Mrs. Ben Coles, 712 Grand avenue, KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF
SECUR-

For YOU!

-

-'

This elegant Rogers'

Silver Spoon
-i- f you use
EMPRESS

ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets In
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
FOR RENT Cottage
In desirable
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Flora-manneighborhood, newly paipted, pa
President; A. D. Tillman, Flnan
pered, electric lights. Low rate,
Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Teputy
cier;
Thone Purple 5301.
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
FOR RENT To lady or gentleman Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
furnished East Las Vegas, N. M.

hm

For Rent

r
i

1

FLOUR

,

SUBSCRIBE FDR T HE OPTIC
D

ID GET

employed, comfortable,
room; no health seekers,
Purple 5301.

MONUMENT

JONES-BOWER-

CO

Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central
Years Practical Experience.
W W BOWERS
JONES

Sonsul; G Laemmie. Clerk; Z. W
R A
Vlsitln
fontapue. Local Deputy.
are especially welcoae
Professional Health Culture for Ladlai members
ordlally Invited.
MRS. OLLIE 8HEARER
lenerai Massage, Hair and Scalp
OF COLUMBU8, COUN
KNIGHTS
Treatment, Facial Massage, ManiNO. 804. Meets second
CIL
and
cure, Chiropody.
urth Thursday In O. R. C. hall
Hotel Romalne
Visiting members
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m Pioneer building.
are cordially Invited Richard Devine,
G. K.: Frank Angel, F. S.
TTOKNEY8
HUNKER

George

A HUNKER

Hunker. Chester A

A.

New Mmh

jM Veeas

The National Sportsman
The Woman's Home Companion
McClures

DR. F

B.

HUXMANN

Dentist
Dental work of any description ai
moderate prices
ioom 1, Center Block, Tel Main 11'
1

1

Rant

I jB

Veeas. New Mexico

3EPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
United States Land Office
i i
Tucumcari, N. M.. January 22, 1914.
i i
I 1
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN: That
he State of New Mexico, under and
y virtue of the act of Congress
June 20, 1910, hereby makes
tppllcatlon for the within describe.!
inapproprlated, unreserved, and
public lands, for the beueflt
f the University. Said lands being
4ltuated in the County of San Miguel,
State of New Mexico, and more
described as follows,
description
Sec. Twp. Rng. Mer.
f Tracts
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JSW

33

12N

W"4SE"4

STENWii

29

25E N. M.
25E N. M.
25E N.M.
25E N.M.

Comprising a total area of 200 acres.
All persons wishing to protest
Kalnst selection by the State of New
Mexico of the tracts of land above
mentioned, must file their protests
against the said selection in this office on or before the twenty-sevent- h
lay of March, 1914.
R. A. PRENTICE,
Register.
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Harvesters, torers, and Distributors ot Nataral Ice, the Putty 131
Lasting Qualities ot Whieh Have Made Las Vega rameua
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUt

ly

m

FRENCH.
GREY (STERLING) FINISH

AGUA PUR A COMPANY

non-niner-

IPft II

SILVER

2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 Ibt., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
SO lbs, to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs Each Delivery

II
II

I

JV

S

RETAIL PRICES

Hut

i

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIC
Meet In the Forest of Brotherl
Love at Woodmen oi the World ha)
n the second and fourth Mondays
wac!i month at 8 p, m'j C. H. Stewar

Attorneya-at-La-

I

Better EMPRESS
FLOUR redb is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS

-

Pay us $7.50-I- f you desire the paper by carrier.
Pay us $6.50-- If you want the paper by mail.
And we will give you your choice of the following magazines for one year:

l

8

i. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54
I. O. of B. B. Meets
every first Tue

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
High lay of the month In the vestry room
class general merchandise business, nt Temple Montefiore at g o'clock i
only store in locality; making ti Visiting brothers are cordially
money. Owner must sell because of I ted. Isaac Appel, President; Charl
AddresB Store- Jreenclay, Secretary
other interests.
Optic office.

23

Pi

7

L. O. O. MOOSE

ETisseilaneous

1

VI

2

Meets second an.
fourth
Thursday evening eacl
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with month at W. O. W. hall.
Visitin
board if desired. 710 Grand avenue. brothers cordially invited. Howard 1
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Linn Secretary

LI

MAGAZINE PRACT

phone

It 's giving you
a present for doing something
you 'd do any
way when ;you
learn how Much

a!! gv
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COMMISSIONERS'

ty treasurer, for June, 1913, $10.00.
Receipt No. 92 from Martin Delgado,
treasurer Town of i,.a Yeg.-and
No. KW04, Ramon Valerio, interpretschool districts Nos. 1 and 4. $2545.45
er J. P. cu;rt, $2.1)0.
Receipt No. 217 from state treasur
No. 20005, J. W. Harrison, boarding cr to county treasurer, $5470.87.
Co. Conimre., eac., 19.50.
Inquest Tomas Ortega, J. P. Pet.
No. 1UU06, Antonio Roybal, widen- 52, as to Jose Roibal, deceased.
ing approach, Pecos bridge, $100.00.
Inquest Nicolas Esquibel, J. P.
No. 10007, Manuel A. Sanchez, Prem. Pet. 41, as to Martin Romero, deceas
Pd. to Surety Co., $10.00.
ed.
No. 1000S, Dr. H. M. smith, exam.
Inquest D. R. Murray, J. P. Pet.
T. Gillette, insane, $10.00.
29, as to E. M. Kirkpatrick, deceased.
No. 10009, Orlando Smith, two large
Report J. J. Maestas, Jr., J. P.
window screens, $7.50.
Pet. 13 fines collected to June 30,
No. 10010, Adelaielo Tafoya, salury 1913, $5.00.
Revised Plan Villanuevo bridge.
probate judge, $150.00'.'.
No. 10011, C. D. Boucher, nidse. inGeorge E. Morrison, county engin
eer, submitted to the board a revised
digent person, $5.00.'
No. 10012, El Independiente Pub. plan of the substructure of the Villa- nueva bridge, within the county of
Co., notices tax delinquency, $4.50. '
No. 10013, Jose P. Mares, fees as San Miguel, and the same having been
J. P., $4.50.
approved on the 6th day of June, 1913,
No. 10014, William Whalen, auto hire by the state engineer, James A.
French, esquire, upon examination of
Inspection trip, $3.00.
No. 10015, Manuel A. sanchez, as- such revised plan, the same is approvsessor, Com. on taxes collected, $2.27. ed, by motion duly made, nd ordered
No, 10016, Adelaido Tafoya, prem. filed in the office of the clerk.
PROCEEDINGS

(Continued from Page Six)

pd. to Surety Co., $15.00.
No. 10017, M. P. DesMarais, salary
fichool superintednent quarter, $375.00.
No 10018, M. F. Des Marais, ex

Bills approved.
The following bills, accounts and
wild animal bounty claims placed on
file and due by the County of San
$125.00.
to
Miguel, having been examined and
convention,
penses
the clerk is directed to isNo. 10019, Mauuel A, Sanchez, poswarrants upon the
sue
several
his
tage and P. O. box, $1.60.
No. 10020, Optic Pub. Co., Books, treasurer of said county in payment
Co. Clerk's office, $123.90.
thereof,
v
No. 10039, Pablo JaramiUo, InterpreNo. 10021, Optic Pub. Co., assessment notices, circular letters, etc., ter commissioners, G. C. fund, 1912,
$47.97.
No. 1O022, Chas. O'Malley, 36 lamps
for C. H., $14.70.
No. 10023, Roman Gallegos, sheriff,
long distance calls, office, $9.35.
No. 10024, .M. M. Padgett, auto hire,

Inspection trip, bridge,

$5.00.

No. 10025, L. V. light & Power Co.,
lights at C. II. and bridge, etc., $37.10.
No. 10026, Martin Delgado, nidse.

for prisoners,

$16.70.

No. 10027, Chas. Ilfeld Co., 1 case
soap for Co. jail, $3.10.
No, 10028, Mt. States Tel. Co., Tel.
rent C. H. and jail, $21.60.
No. 10029, Rosenthal Fur. Co., 5
large shades, $21.00.
No. 10030, Agua Pura Co., water
rent, July, $25.00.
No. 10031, Agua Pura Co., water
rent, June, $25.00.
No. 10032, M. Danziger & Co., 1
pr. shoes prisoner, $1.50.
No. 10033, Deslderio C. De Baca,
cleaning water closet jail, $1.50.
No. 10034, Frank J. Gehring, repairs on jail roof, $10.40.
No. 10035, T. Romero, treasurer,
cash paid for office supplies, etc.,

-

'

$26.05.
No. 10036,

constable,

Tomas Varela, fees as

$20.99.

No. 10037, Ricardo Ulibarri, fees as

constable, $13.75.
No. 10038, Pedro Rivera, fees as
J. P., $7.15.
Upon motion the board adjourned
until tomorrow morning at 10:00
o'clock.
FIDEL ORTIZ, Chairman.
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
Wednesday, July 9th, A. D. 1913.
The board met pursuant to adjourn-

Attest:

ment.
., ;
Present the same county commissioners, c,lerk and interpreter as of
yesterday.
The ' record of the proceedings of
yesterday read, approved lini signed.
Allowances County officers.
Applications having been made to
this board by certain of the county
oficers of San Miguel County, asking
that allowances be made to aem respectively, and showing further that
they have not received any salary
cince the statehood proclamation, up
to this date, and that, therefore, they
are short of funds for the purpose of
conducting the .business of their different offices, upon Cue coiwMeraUon
and the written opinion of the district attorney now submitted and filed
with the clerk, upon motion unanimously carried 'by this board,
It is resolved and ordered in accordance with the above mentioned opinion of the district attorney of San
Miguel County, that allowances be
made to the following named officials,
"

to-wi- t:

M. A. Sanchez, county assessor,
$1,000.00.
Roman Gallegos, county sneriff,
St.O00.O0.

Lorenzo

'

-

Delgado,

county

$1,000.00.

'

No. 10040, Gross Kelley & Co., lumber for cesspools, C. and jail fund,
$24.24.

No. 10041, Roman Gallegos, boarding prisoners June, G. C fund, $106.50.
No. 10042, Roman G."Uegos, fuel,
June, G. C. fund, $25.00.
No. 10043, S. L. Fisher, wild animal
bounty, W. A. B. fund, $71.00.
No. 10044, S. L. Fisher, wild animal
bounty, W. A. B. fund, $10.00.
No. 10045, Earnest Schr.tt, wild animal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $4.00.
No. 10046, H. A. Mosiman, wild animal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $2.00.
No. 10047, Justo Griego, wild animal
bounty, W, A. B. fund, $2.00.
No. 10048, E. M. Bagwell, wild animal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $2.00.
No. 10049, J. B. Cook, wild animal
bounty, W. A. B. fund, $14.00.
No. 10050, J. W. Pochel, wild animal
bounty, W. A. B. fund, $2.00.
No. 10051, Fred Schutt, wild animal
bounty, W. A. B. fund, $S.00.
No. 10052, Jacob Davidheizer, wild
animal bounty, W. A. B. fund. $5.00.
No. 10053, H. R. Parker, wild animal
bounty, W. A. B. fund, $2.00.
No. 10054, Antonio Lujan, wild animal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $2.00.
. No.
10055, Antonio Maestas, wild
animal bounty, W. B A. fund, $15.00.
No. 10056, John & Karrie, wild animal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $2.00.
No. 10057, Alberto Romero, wild ani-- r
mal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $2.00.
No. 10058, Manuel D. A. Maes, wild
animal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $4.00.
No. 10059, John Anderson, wild animal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $2.00.
No. 10000, F. C. Hooker, wild animal
bounty;, W. A. B. fund, $12.00.
No. 10061, Bernabe Baehiche, wild
animal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $2.00.
No. 10O62, E. C. Kier, wild animal
'
bounty, W. A. B. fund, $2.00.
No. 10063, Manuel Maes, wild animal
bounty, W. A. B, fund, $4.00.
No. 10O64, Ramon Romero, wild animal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $2.00.
No. 10005, George Pope, wild animal
v
bounty, W. A. B. fund, $14.00.
No. 10066, Antonio Lujan, wild animal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $12.00.
No. 10067, Claudio Sena, wild animal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $2.00.
No. 10068, Peter Hartman, wild animal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $8.00.
No. 10069, Eugenio Ortiz, wild animal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $2.00.
No. 10070, J. A. Wjisob, wild animal
bounty, W. A. B. fund, $2.00.
No. 10071, Anastacio Lobato, wild
animal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $2.00.No. 10072, Narctso Salazar, wild animal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $4.00.
No. 10073, J. A. Whitmore, wild animal bounty, W. A- - B. fund, $4.00.
No. 10074, Grant Wilson, wild animal bounty, W. A. B.. fund, $129.00.
No, 10075. W. B. Settles, wild ani
-

mal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $253.00.
No. 10076, W. E. settles, wild animal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $95.00.
No. 10077, W. E. Burnside, wild animal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $2.00.
No. 1007S, Luciano Martinez, wild
animal bounty, W. A- - B. fund, $4.00.
No. 10079, Leo Regensberg, wild animal bounty, W. A. B. fuud, $2.00.
No. 10080, Manuel Sanchez, allowance, assessor, Com. fund, $1,000.00.
No. 10081, Roman Gallegos, allowance,, sheriff, Com. fund, $1,000.00.
No. 10082, Desiderio C. De Baca, digging 2 cesspoolB, C. and jail fund,

and the clerk Is directed to issue his
several warrants upon the treasurer
of said county,, in payment of the
above amounts, such allowances above
eet forth to be drawn from the commission fund of said county.
Reports, Receipts, eac.
The following reports, receipts, etc.,
were duly submitted to the hoard, and
upon the reading and examination
thereof, the same were approved, by
motion duly carried, and ordered filed $290.00.
No. 10083, David Sandoval, Con.
In the ofice of the clerk,
Statement of liquor licenses receiv- - fees Pet. No. 6 G. C. fund, $3.00.
ed by county treasurer for June, 1913,
No. 10084, Desiderio C. De Baca,
1192.00. .
walling and covering cesspools, C. and
Statement of poll taxes received by jail fund, $70.00.
county treasurer, for June,1913, $36.90, W. A. B. claims.
Receipt No. 91 from II. C. Smith.
Upon motion dluly seconded and
treasurer, City of Las Vegas and carried, it is ordered by the board,
school district No. 2, $6,034.51.
that hereafter and eomencing with
Statement of fines received by conn this day, all persons making or desir
to-wl- t:

"

clerk,

$4.00.

then necessary standard
ing to make claims, against the county provide
for wild animal bouuty, such persons weights provided for in said act, and
must make such claims before the a set of such weights having been
county clerk and execute the neces heretofore tested and delivered to the
sary affidavit before him, at the same said weigh master, which set, however,
time producing the sums or hides up- is incomplete in that it lacks one
on which said bounties are claimed, 25 pound weight and one set of apothand further that wild animal bounty ecaries weights, upon motion,
claims against the county shall not be
It is ordered by trie board that the
transferable, or will the board recog- iclerk order from the secretary of
nize any assignment or transfer of state, one 25 pound weight and one
such accounts, but will make warrants set of apothecaries weights, to con
in payment of such wild animal boun- form with tiie standard weights on
ty payable direct to the applicant or file in the office of said secretary, at
person making affidavit for such. Santa Fe, New Mexico, as required
claim, the clerk to give due notice by law, the same to bg delivered to
of this order, and it Is s ordered.
the sheriff and weigh master of San
Upon motion the bcurd adjourned Miguel County.
.
subject to the cajl of the chairman Bills, approved
thereof.

The following accounts and bills
FIDEL ORTIZ, Chairman. due by the County of San Miguel
Attest: LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk. having .been presented for payment,
Special Session, Monday, July 14th, upon examination thereof, the same
A. D. 1913.
being for bridge work at Pecos and
The board pf county comfissioners Azul, said county, and marked corof the County of San Miguel met in rect by George E. Slorrison, county
special session, on this Monday, July surveyor, such accounts are approved
14th, A. D. 1913, at 2:00 o'clock P. M. and the clerk Is directed to issue his
at the court house of said county, in warants In settlement thereof upon
Las Vegas, New Mexico, and the fol- the county treasurer,
No. 10086, Mo. Valley' Bridge and
lowing proceedings were had,
Fidel Ortiz, chairman, Iron Co., constructing Azul bridge,
Present:
John H. York, county commissioner, bridge fund, 1912, $3,215.00.
No. 10087, Mo. Valley Bridge and
Lorenzo Delgado, Esq., Clerk of the
board. Absent: Antonio A. Gallegos, (Iron Co. constructing Pecos bridge,
county commissioner.
bridge fund, 1912, $10,289.80.
S. M. Go. Fair Association.
Upon motion the board adjourned
Tho attention of the board being subject to the call of the chairman
now called to that certain provision thereof.
in the laws of the State of New MexSpecial session, Wednesday, July
ico of the year 1913 Chapter 51, re- 23rd, A. D. 1913.
The board of county commissioners
lating to county fairs, and Chester A.
Hunker appearing as. secretary of the of San Miguel County, New Mexico,
San Miguel County Fair Association, met in special session this day, Weda corporation! Organized Kinder the nesday, July 23, 1913, at the court
provisions of said act and requesting house of said county, in Las Vegas,
that in accordance with said law the New Mexico, and the following proboard appropriate the sum of $500.00 ceedings were had,
from the general county fund, to be
Present: Fidel Ortiz, chairman
paid to said San Miguel County Fair John H. York, county commissioner
Association, for the sole purpose of Lorenzo Delgado, cterk of the board.
paying premiums and prizes for agri- Ahseut: Antonio A. Gallegos, county
cultural exhibits in connection with commissioner.
the county fair, to be held In Las Bills approved.
An account having been rendered
Vegas, New Mexico, as provided, and
due discussion and consideration be- to this board under a contract entered into between the County of San
ing had,
Therefore, upon motion offered by' Miguel and Santiago Aragoon for cerJohn H. York, duly seconded and car- tain earth fill, to be done, at the
ried, it is resolved and ordered by Azul bridge, within said county, upon
the said board of county commission- motion,
ers, that there be and hereby is apIt is ordered that said account be
propriated from the general county approved and that part payment be
fund of said county, the sum of $500.00 made thereon, this day, in the sum
to be) paid to the San Miguel County of $100.00 to Santiago Aragon, and the
Fair Association for the purpose of clerk is directed to issue his warrant
paying premiums on agricultural prod- upon the county treasurer in accorducts, in connection inta the county ance herewith, payable from the
fair, as provided under chapter 51, bridge fund of 1912.
Laws of New Mexico, 1913, and the
No. 1008S, Santiago Aragon, fill on
clerk is directed to issue a warrant AzuJ bridge, bridge fund, 1912, $100.00.
upon the county treasured, in the
Upon motion, the board adjourned
above amount, payable to the secre- subject to the cafl of the chairman
tary of said association In accordance thereof.
herewith.
FIDEL ORTIZ, Chairman.
Bills Approved.
Attest: LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
No. 10085, Chester A. Hunker, S.
M. Co. Fair, 1913, tr. C. fund, 1912,
(To Be Continued Tomorrow.)
to-wi-t:
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$500.00..

FIDEL ORTIZ, Chairman.
$100 REWARD, $100
The readers of this paper will be
Attest: LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
to learn that there is at least
Special Session, Wednesday, July pleased
one dreaded disease that science has
A.
1913.
D.
16th,
been able to cure in all its stages,
The board of county commissioners and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
of the County of San Miguel, New Cure is the only positive cure now
medical fraternity. CaMexico, met in special session, at the known to the
constitutional disease,
a
tarrh
being
in
court house in said county,
las requires a constitutional
treatment.
Vegas, New Mexico, ts 3:00 o'clocit Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internalin the afternoon of said day and the ly, acting directly upon the blood and
of the system, therefollowiug proceedings were haa, U; mucous surfaces
the foundation of the
destroying
by
wit: Present: Fidel Ortiz, chairman,
disease, and giving the patient
John. H. York, county commissioner, strength by buildinar up the constituLorenzo Delgado, clerk of the board. tion and assisting nature in doing its
Absent: Antonio "A. Gallegos, county work. The proprietors have so much
faith In ita curative powers that they
commissioner.
offer One Hundred Dollars for any
Petition-Bridg- e
Galllnas river.
case that it fails to cure. Send for
A petition bearing the Mgnatures of list of testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO., To
621 residents of the County of San
Ohio.
ledo,
tax
and
New
of
Mexico,
Miguei, State
Sold by all druggists. 75c.
counsaid
on"
within
property
pa'yers
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
,
ty, having been submitted to the board pation. Adv.
this day asking that a public bridge
be constructed across the Gallinas A Good Cough Medicine for Children
river between the Town of Las VeConvincing proof, of the rare cur
gas and, the City of Bast Las Vegas, ative properties of Chamoeriains
within said county, at or near the Cough Remedy came from Mrs. Mary
crossing of said river on Independence Fawcett of Grinnell, Iowa who says:
Avenue, or any place nearby, the said "Chamberlain's Cough Remedy helped
board may deem most proper, and my little boy a great deal when he
upon examination and due considera- had whooping cough. It Is a good
tion thereof, upon motion of John II. medicine." For sale by all dealers.
Adv.
York, duly seconded and, carried,
It is ordered by the board, that the
said petition for a bridge across the Safe for Babies, Effective for GrownGalHnas river at the crossing near
ups
That's Foley's Honey and Tar ComIndependence Avenue, within said
It has the confidence of your
county, be accepted and the same is pound.
who knows It will give you
druggist,
hereby approved and ordered filed in satisfaction. W. W. Nessmith, States-borthe office of the cler, and George E.
Ga., says: "I have used Folev'a
in my fam-li- v
Morrison, the county ,engineer, is di Honey and Tar Compound
nd have sold it in my store and
and
rected to prepare plans
specifica It never falls to cure." Refuse a subtions for tjhe erection of said bridge, stitute. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
the same to be submitted at the next Drug Store. Adv,
session of the board; and further,
That the clerk prepare and publish
Colds, constipations and headache
the necessary advertisement for bids, are three common afflictions and re
helps tne
in conformity with the law governing lieving the constipation
cold and stops the headache. Use
the same.
Foley Cathartic Tablets because they
are very prompt and thoroughly
Weights and measures.
It appearing to the board that un- cleansing, with absolutely no unpleasA whole bottle full for
der the law of 1913, of the State of ant effects. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross
25 cents. O.
New Mexico, lit becomes the duty of
Drug Store. Adv.
the sheriff of San Miguel County, as
weigh master thereof, to appoint depGas in the stomach or bowels is a
of a torpid
uty weigh masters and proceed to put disagreeable symptom
of it quickly take
the weight and mensure law into ef- liver. To getIt rid
Is a marvelous- liver
wTrnMNE
fect, in the said county, and further stimulant and bowel purifier. Price
that it is the duty of this board to
gold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
o,
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lamps at 6:17
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o'clock this evening.
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Don't fail to see
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BIGGER - B ETTER

The Ladies of the ChripMan church
will hold a bakery sale at Onion's,
the florist, Saturday afternoon. Adv.
The Ladies' Guild of St. Taul's Mewill give a Pancake
social- at Guild Hall Tuesday at 5 p.
'
"

Adv.

m.

----- -----

Monday February 23, 1914

DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE

FRIDAY NIGHT.

,

WE ARE AT YOUR SERYICE

ELKS'

MINSTREL

COMPANY

Wholesalers

to be
Every Women Is Proud
good baker. It
is a

a

tural instinct.

f

I'M
Sf

,

na-

And'every
woman can bake well if
she will use our flour. It
is so skillfully blended, so
perfectly milled, that even
t h e inexperienced have
success with it from the
start. Order a sack and
learn for yourself.
.

PURE QUILL
or OUR. PR.IDE

She Las Vegas Roller Mills
At

tie Hoie

feature,

of tbe Best of Everything Eateble
j

Fresh n Strained Honey Pint
Jars, 30c each'
Fresh Comb Honey, 2 foi; 35c

4

CO, STORE

""P2S
have a rest of two days an4 a half.
UiiO ViflOLD NOT BE
Monday morning, while the business
mtm and their clerks are doing business
with the usual Monday morning
A BANK EMPLOYE?
rush, the bank clerks will be sleeping
peacefully, or be out liy the mounfTHEY WILL QUIT WORK AT NOON tains, enjoying a much needed vacaNOT TO RESUME
UNTIL TUESDAY

TOMORROW

tion,

f

J,--

SITE INSPECTOR

WHY

MONDAY

After working half a day tomorrow
toe local bankers, and their clerk!
will grab their coats, leave the money
louses and not return again until
Tuesday morning. This is due to the
birthday
fact that Washington's
will be observed on Monday. The
Christmas shopping is not in It
luniks all over the country will observe the day on Monday. It falls with the way the Elks were buying
red socks and neckties today for the
on Sunday.
Thus the tired bank clerks will minstrel show tonight

A

MOST II

,f

FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL

NOT MAKE IT

PATRIOTIC HEAL?

A T1

WHOLESALE

.

AND RETAIL

el

LOCA-TION-

BUILDING

The speed bug evidently is biting
some of the automobile owners of
late. Court costs and fines may be
prevented if they will remember that
the city ordinances call for a limited
speed in the city, say the police.
The predicted snow, again has vanished and peace, with excellent
weather, prevails. The Btrong wind
that swept over the city yesterday
cleared the country of considerable
dust and thus a good result was realized though there were many blood
shot eyes this morning.
and Normal stu
dents under 15 years of age will be
admitted to the gallery at the minstrel
show tonight for 25 cents.
All High

school

Postmaster Fred O. Blood has rea letter from J.'H. Fleming,
treasury site inspector for the. United
States government, informing him that
he will bo here on or about Monday
of next week for the purpose of Inspecting the proposed sites for the
federal building. Mr. Fleming was in
Santa Fe about a month ago. He stopped off here on his way to Denver,
where he met Secretaries McAdoo and
Houston of the cabinet. He was unable to stay hare long enough to inspect the proposed sites, but promised
Mr.
to return as early as possible.
Blood's letter was written in Raton
which shows that Mr., Fleming is
working this way; There is in a disposition upon the part of the government to hurry the completion of the
Las Vegas federal building.
Mr. Fleming's letter to the postmaster is as follows:
ceived

The dump pile south of this city on
the Santa Fe trail doubtless will be
cleaned up and disposed of for all
time within the next, few days. A
Raton, N. M., Fob. 19, 1914.
sign has been placed warning all peo- F. O. Blood, Postmaster,
East Las Vegas, N. M.,
ple from dumping trash at that point,
and arrangements will be made to Dear Sir:
clean up the rubbish that already has
I will be in your city on or about
accumulated.
the twenty-thirinst, for the purpose
of inspecting the various sites offerSimon Bacharach has just refused ed for the postoffice.
Please advise
a $10,000 offer to join the Metropoli the newspapers and any persons who
tan opera company. He may accept may be interested and post this letter
after the Elks' minstrel show tonight. in your office.
d

The city fire station is rapidly as
suming a condition similar to a country farm yard, in appearances. Chick
ens, cats and dogs are seen residing
there at all times of the day. Per
haps th department might realize
lutlus oy siarung a, garueu pioi. anu
raising vegetables. There la said to
enough Soil on the floor.

J. H. FLEMING-- ,

Treasury Site Inspector.
BARTH COMING HERE

Attorney Isaac Barth left this morn
ing for Jemez where he will spend
a day before going
to Las Vegas,
where on Saturday he will appear be
fore Judge Leahy to argue a habeas
corpus writ seeking the release of
Mrs. Mary Moorman Hall, wife of an
employe of the Al'buquerque Traction
company," from the state insane asy- ulm.' Mrs. Hail was committed to the
asylum about four years ago, and has
since been under careful observation.
She is now said to have recovered
full possession of her faculties. Albu-

E. T. Plowman, manager of the
western division of the Harvey system, will leave Sunday for Hot
Springs, Ark., where he will remain
for several months on account of poor
this dihealth. During his
vision of the Harvey system will be
managed jointly by the division man- querque Herald.
agers of the eastern division and the

'?"''

The funeral of Mrs. Albert J. Marshall occurred this morning at 9:30
o'clock from the Chruch of the Immaculate Conception. It was largely
attended. Floral offerings were both
beautiful and numerous."'- - Requiem
mass was said for the repose of the
soul of Mrs. ,' Marshall and the ceremony was impressive. Interment was
in Mount Calvary cemetery. The pall
bearers were David Conway, Manuel
Henriquez,' Richard Devlne, Daniel
Trahey, Charles P. Trumbull and
John Rudulph.

r

The banks probably' will be the
only institutions in the city to observe Monday as a holiday. There
will be no special programs at the
schools, while the ony public celebration wlH "be the big masquerade
ball in the evening
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HIE GRAAF IHAYWA00

ONE EVENING

piEN

E. ROMERO HOSE CO.

This evening at the Mutual theater
a three-refeature will be shown
which promises to be one of the best
ever displayed there. The picture is WILL LOOK AT PROPOSED
FOR THE FEDERAL
entitled "The Runaway Princess."

FRIDAY NIGHT.

SHOW

Phone Vegas 424

365 DAYS 4.365 NIGHTS

ii

Runaway Princess," three-ree- l
at the. Mutual tonight. Adv.

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

New Mexico Largest

:li

Maude Fealy, the Denver movie
star, is in the leading role in "The

ADirect from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
ssortmentfine colorings -- unique patterns-a- ll
4
,
prices.

MELD

LAS VEGAS FORD SALES CO.

Everybody Always Goes

WE WANT EVERY MAN AND

The Hite boys' tumbling act is as
good a stunt as ever put on by any
professional troupe. Elks' Minstrels
tonight.

NAVAJO BLANKETS

CHARLES

the Ford F. 0. B. Las Vegas,
complete with equipment. Get catalog and par- ticulars from

$615 is the price of

k

SHOW

BRIG H TER

u morial church
-

ELKS' MINSTREL

lower price. Under all conditionsin every country the
Ford has proven itself the one
car that will meet every test.
And in first and after costs it
saves money for its owner,

The E. Romero Hose Co. Carnival

Finch's Golden weddltilg Rjd, aged
in wood; Direct from the distillery to
yo1. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

arnsv Store
........

It's a better car sold at a

'I

Adv.

Don't forgot the Pancake social at
JliUI ruesaay erternoon at o

4

Maude

the Mutual Thea-

Every shirt in house 40 cents, including Wilson Bros, and Monarch
shirts at the Hub. Adv.

Arkansas Blacks

y

"The Runaway

feature with
"THE RUNAWAY PRINCESS" three-ree- l
Fealy, the Denver star, in the leading role. Don't Miss it.

m Guild

Roman Beauties

JJ

BRIDGE STREET

Afternoon and evening gowns. flO
and up. Mrs. Davis, 414 Columbia.

1

VAULT

AND LLSSt'OUL

CLEANING
Those desiring work done
will please call on or phone

A. W. Patterson,
Las Veas Transfer Co.
523 Sixth Street

Phone Main 43

REPAST FOR SUNDAY CAN BE
MINDER OF WASHINGTON'S
BIRTHDAY

RE-

Lest she forget every housewife
should take special care to see that
Sunday's dinner menu includes a real
Washington's Birthday pudding. This
is absolutely essential, for Washington's Birthday comes on Sunday.
ThuKpudding can bo made in many
forms, all of which compose a tasty
and excellent dish.
One form which has appealed to the
"Sunday Dinner Editor" is to order
individual moulds which will turn out
representations of George Washington
in cake form, baked from the mate
rials necessary for the foundation of
a Washington's Birhtday pudding. Af
ter the cakes have been baked in
these moulds and are cooled, little
candy dishes, made with the national
colors running through them, may be
prepared and when tae pudding JS to
be served, the piping hot sauce may
be placed in these cups.
This plan might bw a difficult one
to work out, but others similar to.lt
may be prepared which will add both
to the beauty of the dish as well as
its taste.
As George Washington was fond of
eating turkey this information from
a history the best possible dish for
progressive housewives to prepare Sun
day would be a big roast turkey. Dec
orate him with tiny flags and serve
with a tiny dash of cranberry sauce,
dipped from a blue and white dish.
Make everything patriotic and it will
be fa more pleasln than the usual
meal besides keeping the family well
informed as to the fact that the day
Is Washington's birthday.
The maj$.et is well supplied and the
housewife will experience little difficulty In obtaining her exact needs for
Sunday's George Washington's Birthday dinner.
'

Subscribe for The optic.

A Sign of Sprin,
Our Spring Rujs are already Here. The
finest ever shown in Las Vegas. See us
.
.
.
.
before buying.
,
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Johnsen
Furnishers"

"Complete Home

Jefferpon Reynolds, President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
E. D. Rayn'olds, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
HaUnt Raynolds, Cashier.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best

interest

.,

Psslsl &n Timo

Old Taylor whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

HAY ASH FOIL A VOTE
TO CUT OUT "OBEY"
London, Feb. 20. The omission of
the word "obey" from the marriage
vow of the English church appears to
find considerable support today among

the bishops attending the house of
convocation of the province of Canterbury, now in session in London.
A formal motion to omit the worL of
which the Bishop of Lincoln had given
notice, was withdrawn, however. The
bishop gave as his reason that he
thought he was unlikely to carry a
large majority of the house in favor
of the proposed alteration.
RIPE OLD AGE
Waukegant 111., Feb. 20. Mrs. Ellen
Jenkinson, 105 years old, died at her
home here last night of old age. Sh2
was born in Ireland and came to this
country 61 years ago and settled in
She was the mother of
Waukegan.
seven children, had 41 grandchildren,
50
and four great-gre-

grandchildren.

TO APPROVE POLICY
FRIENDS OF PUBLIQ LIBRARY
WISH CITY TO CONTINUE
ITS

SUPPORT
"

ALL

hlZm

SATISFACTION

will be the result of your porchase if
it comes from ns
REMEMBER:

Onr Name on the
means a Lot

tit ' '(t?zf-

-

At the coming city election the cot-er- s
may be called upon to give a vote
of approval to the policy of tbe last
several city administrations' In supporting the Carnegie
library. The
levy for library purposes Is not sufficient to meet the fixed expenses of
the institution, although It is as high
as the law will allow. The library
costs $65 per month for maintenance,
and the city administration has been
paying the difference between that
amount and the sum raised by the city
tax levy.
Mayor Robert J. Tanpert said when
he appointed the present library
board he assured the membeta that
the city would provide the funds to

of service

Deposits

conduct the Institution. Otherwise
find no person ready to accept
an appointment. There has been some;
criticism because of the city's providing money from its funds for assisting in supportinrnhe library. It
Is believed this criticism comes front
a minority of the citizens and taxpayers. However, friends of the library suggest that the people be given,
an opportunity to approve the support of the institution at the next city
election. Such a vote would involve
no bond Issue and would not increase
the indebtedness of the city. .It simply would show that La's Vegans wisti
the library maintained.
,

RAILROAD

BILL CHANGED

Washington, Feb. 20. Amendments
to the Alaska railroad bill were dis
agreed to in the senate today and
taken up in conference. The senate
managers contended for reinserting
the $40,000,000 bond issue provision
and against tlie house amendments
that all spur lines should be of standard gauge.

